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INTRODUCTION
The Yorke and Mid North - Roxby Downs Area School (YMN-RDAS) Literacy Project in 2013
was largely an extension of the literacy project conducted with the YMN region of the South
Australian Department of Education and Child Development in 2012. The 2012 project
outcomes were very positive (see Konza, 2013) and funding was
made available for continuation of the main elements of the project
with another cohort of primary schools in 2013. As was the case
with the YMN 2012 project, it was designed to ‘value-add’ to the
Principals as Literacy Leaders (PALL) project which had been
implemented in the region over the previous three years, and to
build a critical mass of skilled teachers in a region that usually
scored below average in reading on NAPLAN assessments.
The focus was again to develop the capacity of primary teachers and School Support
Officers (SSOs) to deliver a synthetic phonics program to beginning and struggling readers.
The results of the 2012 project confirmed that a synthetic phonics approach that teaches the
alphabetic code or phonics - the letter-sound relationships that
underpin the English language – explicitly and systematically,
and in an order that promotes blending (or synthesizing),
accelerated the progress of most early readers. The results
were consistent with the findings of all major reports into
literacy development over the past 15 years (DEST, 2005;
Johnson & Watson, 2003; Johnson & Watson, 2005; NICHHD,
2000; Rose, 2006).

Aims of the Project
The aims of the project were to:
• Build teacher and SSO understanding of the key elements of the reading
process, and how these skills are developed in beginning reading
• Develop in teachers and ssos effective teaching strategies around initial
reading instruction using a synthetic phonics approach
• Incorporate the expertise of regional teachers to support a synthetic phonics
teaching approach
• Accelerate the early reading skills of junior primary students using a
synthetic phonics approach
• Identify the most useful aspects of the project, as determined by the
participants

PROJECT COMPONENTS
Professional learning days
Five professional learning (PL) days were conducted throughout the year, rather than the six
conducted in 2012. This was a necessary cost-saving exercise, and allowed more school visits
to be included. The sessions were rotated around three regional centres - Clare, Kadina and
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Port Pirie - to limit the travelling for the YMN schools. On each occasion, the 12 participants
from Roxby Downs travelled five hours or more each way to attend, and paid overnight
accommodation costs, which reflected their strong commitment to the project.
There were some common elements on each day. In addition to the literacy input, each day
included a session on cultural competence jointly conducted by the Aboriginal Education
Coordinator and the Aboriginal Community Education Manager. Workshop discussions
centred on understanding both the visible and the invisible aspects of culture that guide our
values, beliefs and behaviour; using appropriate and respectful language; how the ‘loss of
lands’ affects Aboriginal peoples; websites and resources that are available to support
teaching of all students; how language registers can include or exclude Aboriginal students;
and how individual ‘mental models’ lead to assumptions and conclusions that may not be
valid. This aspect of the project was evaluated separately from the reading components.
Day 1 (February 26)
On the first day an overview of the project was provided, and the roles and responsibilities
of researchers and participants were discussed. Demographic and other preliminary data
were collected. This was followed by an overview of the ‘Big Six’ (Konza, 2010), a framework
that links the six essential components required for meaningful reading to develop.
Day 2 (February 27)
The second day began with explanations and demonstrations of the student data collection
instruments that would be used to monitor student progress: the oral language screener;
the Sutherland Phonological Awareness Test – Revised; and the Alphacheck, all of which are
described in detail at a later point in this report. The synthetic phonics instructional
sequence and the use of decodable texts within the program were also explained. A
demonstration of the synthetic phonics teaching sequence was presented, and a detailed
‘script’ that outlined the important components of the sequence was distributed.
The YMN Aboriginal Education Coordinator and Aboriginal Community Education Manager
jointly conducted an afternoon session on cultural competence. These were strongly
evaluated in the 2012 project, and received positive responses again in 2013.
Between the second and third PL days, teachers and SSOs were asked to administer the
three assessments to all individual students for whom parental consent had been gained
and return the results to ECU for data entry and graphing. This constituted a tight timeline,
but was necessary for data to be available for analysis on the third PL day.
Day 3 (May 7)
A “What’s working? What’s not?” discussion with all participants began the third day, and
was very helpful in informing future PL days. Booklets containing pre-intervention graphs of
each class were distributed. Overall trends in the data were discussed before the teachers
and SSOs explored their own students’ results in more detail. This led to a discussion of how
students could be grouped for instruction, in addition to strategies for managing groups.
Feedback on school visits conducted by the ECU researcher and literacy support teachers
since the third PL day was then presented. This included classroom photographs of effective
practice and further reminders of the core principles of synthetic phonics teaching, and
proved to be a popular inclusion. Teachers commented on how useful it was to see
photographs of other teachers’ classrooms, and other teachers’ practice.
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A workshop on oral language development, which underpins all literacy achievement, was
conducted after morning tea, followed by the distribution of literacy resources. Sessions on
cultural competence and working with the literacy support teachers were conducted after
lunch. A DVD developed as part of the 2012 Literacy project, which showed the explicit
teaching cycle in action, concluded the day.
Day 4 (August 27)
The “What’s working? What’s not?” discussion was followed by further feedback on the
classroom visits. A workshop on small group strategies such as Match to Sample was
conducted in the mid-morning session, and included the YOYO (You’re On Your Own)
strategy for managing the rotation of small groups. This was followed by a session on
cultural competence. Further input on oral language was provided by the regional Speech
Pathologist in the afternoon session, after which procedures for final data collection in
October were discussed. The day concluded with discussions with the literacy support
teachers in their school clusters.
Day 5 (November 19)
The focus of the final PL day was analysis of student progress. All participants received the
pre- and post-results for their individual classes in the form of class graphs. There was
discussion of particular successes, and participants were invited to annotate the graphs with
relevant information that would inform the final analysis. For example, students with high
levels of absenteeism were identified, as were other factors that may help explain individual
results.
A final session on cultural competence was conducted after morning tea, which was
followed by further feedback on classroom visits and a discussion of ways in which the
project could be sustained. The afternoon session provided an opportunity for participants
to complete the post-project Survey of Literacy Knowledge and Beliefs, and a Project
Evaluation Survey, before the day concluded with a celebration of project outcomes.

Resources
A number of literacy resources were included for participants, as was the case in the 2012
project. The most significant of these in terms of the project’s aims are briefly described
below.
Synthetic phonics instructional sequence
A script for teaching a new letter-sound using a synthetic phonics sequence was provided
and demonstrated for all participants. This was designed to be a major reference document
for the participants (see Appendix A).
Scope and sequence for synthetic phonics instruction K-6
This resource provides a sequence for teaching phonological and phonemic skills and the
introduction of letter-sound knowledge and high frequency words from Kindergarten
through to Year 6. It includes more complex letter-sound knowledge; alternative spellings
(for example oo [gloomy], o [movie], ou [coupon], ew [blew], ui [suitcase], ue [gruesome]);
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prefixes and suffixes; most common Greek and Latin roots; homophones; spelling rules; and
lists of exemplar words. Several sample pages may be seen as Appendix B.
Dandelion readers
Each school received a complete set of Dandelion
Readers to support early blending skills. The set
comprised 14 Launchers, which incorporate very early
letter-sound knowledge, 40 Initial Phonics Code readers,
and 42 Extended Phonics Code readers, a total of 96
readers.
Time Timer Clock
Each school also received a Time Timer, which provides a
highly visible indication of the time allocated for a
particular activity. The red arc reduces in size as time
passes. It can be used in conjunction with the YOYO
(You’re On Your Own) group management strategy,
implementation details of which were also distributed.
Letters and Sounds CD
Letters and Sounds is a synthetic phonics program developed by the UK Office of Standards
in Education in response to the 2006 Review into Early Reading by Sir Jim Rose. The CD,
which contained the recommended sequence of letter-sound knowledge, teaching
resources and video clips demonstrating different aspects of the program, was originally
compiled by the WA DET Centre for Inclusive Schooling and was provided to each participant
as a useful resource.

School visits by researcher
Each school in the YMN district received four or five visits lasting between 40-60 minutes
throughout the year by the researcher from Edith Cowan University. In most cases, the
researcher was invited into the participating teachers’ classrooms, and some schools made
arrangements for the teacher and researcher to meet immediately afterwards for feedback.
Teachers from Roxby Downs Area School received three classroom visits that occurred
during four-day visits in early April, late May and October. Spending an extended period of
time in this remote town allowed the researcher to be involved more extensively with the
school. Presentations were made at staff and cluster meetings, consultations were held with
staff from the senior school, and with a number of parents who had concerns about their
children’s reading progress. The researcher also had the opportunity to participate in the
school’s ‘social life’ and interact more broadly in the community.

School visits by literacy support teachers
An added component in 2013 was the involvement of four teachers who had participated in
the 2012 Literacy Project, and had developed considerable expertise in teaching alphabetic
knowledge using a synthetic phonics approach. They also made school visits throughout
2013 to provide additional support, and invited participants to observe them in operation in
their own classrooms. Each literacy mentor teacher had a cluster of schools with which they
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worked. This was an important additional component, and was particularly effective for
early career teachers. The opportunity to observe highly skilled teachers in action, and to
see how a synthetic phonics program was organised and integrated into the rest of the
school day, offered something beyond modelling of the synthetic phonics cycle. The support
teachers provided feedback as they observed the participating teachers, and offered
practical advice regarding strategies and resources.

METHODOLOGY
This section describes the participating schools, teachers and
students; and the data collection instruments used to evaluate
the extent to which the project’s aims were met. Pre- and postproject measures of teacher and SSO literacy knowledge and
practice, and of student achievement in oral language,
phonological awareness and alphabetic knowledge provided the
quantitative data. Participant perception data were also
collected using a Project Evaluation Survey, and from notes
provided during the “What’s working? What’s not” discussions held on the PL days.
Qualitative data were collected through field notes recorded during classroom visits, and
informal discussions with teachers, SSOs, students, and parents.

Recruitment of schools
A short promotional video produced towards the end of 2012 that outlined the major
outcomes of the 2012 project resulted in 9 more schools in the Yorke and Mid North Region
of South Australia registering their interest, while two of the 2012 schools requested that
they be involved again to cater for changes in staff. One of those schools also funded the
participation of a pre-service teacher undertaking his long-term practicum at the school.
Roxby Downs Area School (RDAS), a large remote school serving the
mining community of Roxby Downs had also approached the ECU
researcher, requesting professional development in the area of early
reading. After some negotiation, RDAS was included, with the
Assistant Principal, the Reading Support Teacher, the Junior Primary
Coordinator, six junior primary teachers and three Student Support
Officers attending all sessions. Thus a total of 12 staff members from RDAS participated in
the project. Visits to this remote school had to be conducted separately from the YMN
schools, as described earlier in the report.

The schools ranged in size from two small schools with
enrolments of 20 or fewer students, to three large area schools.
Table 1 presents an overview of the broad characteristics of the
schools involved in 2013, with data being sourced from the
myschools website.
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Table 1: Overview of participating schools

School

ICSEA
value

Balaklava PS
Edithburgh PS
Eudunda AS
Moonta AS
Peterborough PS
Port Vincent PS
Risdon Park PS
Roxby Downs AS
Saddleworth PS
Snowtown PS
Wallaroo Mines PS
Watervale PS

968
944
948
944
850
989
962
992
968
923
880
1034

Total
Aboriginal
enrolments students
237
14
151
582
101
20
438
575
61
51
89
50

2%
7%
10%
19%
3%
5%
3%
10%
15%
4%

Language
background
other than
English
3%
10%
1%
5%
1%
4%
-

Student
attendance
rate
94%
86%
89%
89%
90%
95%
88%
89%
95%
91%
92%
94%

Adult participants
Table 2 presents the numbers of school leaders, teachers, SSOs and other school staff
members who participated in 2013, and compares these numbers with those participating in
2012.
Table 2: Adult participants

Year

Classroom
Teachers

Student
Support
Officers

Reading
Support
Teachers

2012
2013

21
32

9
14

1
1

Aboriginal
Education
Teachers/Prac
Students
4
1

School
leaders

Total

3
3

38
51

Student participants
A total of 452 students participated in the project in 2013, with the largest number of
students being drawn from Reception and Year 1 classes. More Year 2 students were
included than in 2012, and some older children in Years 3-5 who were enrolled at very small
schools, where only one or two classes existed.
The number of students who participated in the project is presented in Table 3, although not
all students were present for collection of both pre- and post-intervention data for the three
assessments. The number of Reception students also includes those who enrolled in Terms 2
and 3, although their results have not been included in the general results.
Table 3: Student participants

Year level
Reception
Year 1
Year 2

Aboriginal
11
11
5

Other
153
124
102

11

Total
164
135
107

Year level
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Aboriginal
4
1
0
32

Other
28
10
3
420

Total
32
11
3
452

Data collection instruments
Oral language assessment
Comprehensive assessment of oral language is a time-consuming and complex task, as oral
language has many different components, and assessments must be administered
individually with each child. Teachers do not have the time to conduct detailed assessments
on all students.
The oral language activity used in 2013 was adapted by a regional speech pathologist from a
screening instrument used in the DECD South West Metropolitan District (see Appendix C). It
has three sections, the first two of which relate to aspects of expressive language through an
auditory memory task and an oral comprehension task; and the third of which explores
children’s relational concepts. Relational concepts (such as top-bottom, begin-end and moreless) are difficult for a number of reasons. Often, these concepts are not constant: for
example, the tallest animal in one group may be the shortest in another; and the front and
back of some objects, such a someone’s head, are always the same, but in other cases front
and back depend on perspective. Relational concepts operate across modalities: concepts of
loud and soft relate to hearing, but spatial positions relate to visual perception. Children
who struggle to develop these concepts will have difficulty in many aspects of their life.
The speech pathologist made the following points about the screener’s purpose and use
within the project:
• It was not designed to provide a comprehensive picture of students’ oral
language, but rather to act as a screener for the teachers.
• The instrument contains limited items, and some require only a pointing
response, which is substantially easier than, for example, repeating a sevenword sentence.
• The section of the screener that explores expressive language does not take
into account grammar or other parameters, and some answers could be
counted as correct with a one or two-word response.
• The screener will not identify a child who says ‘Him buyed it at the shop’ or
the child who has difficulty sequencing stories, or one who simply does not
say much at all.
• Teachers therefore need to take care not to interpret high scores on the
screener as necessarily reflecting high levels of oral language.
• The fact that many students can score highly on the pre-test also means that
there is limited capacity to demonstrate growth.
While the elements addressed by the screener are only three of many different aspects of
oral language, they can provide some insight into a child’s development. Use of this
instrument can also give an indication of the spread of oral language ability across a class, as
some children have difficulty with the relatively simple tasks involved.
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The Sutherland Phonological Awareness Test – Revised (Nielson, 2003)
Children must be able to perceive a single sound (phoneme) in order to relate a letter to
that sound and so learn the alphabetic code that underpins the written form of the English
language. Phonemic awareness, one of the components of phonological awareness, must
therefore be secure for letter-sound knowledge (the ‘alphabetic principle’) to develop. The
Sutherland Phonological Awareness Test (SPAT-R) was developed by a speech pathologist in
NSW and is widely used across Australia. It is an individually-administered standardised test
that provides a diagnostic overview of a student’s phonological awareness skills (sound
identification, blending, segmenting, manipulation, non-word reading and spelling). It is an
effective screening tool for students in the first four years of schooling, and was
administered to all students in order to identify any students who needed further support to
develop these essential skills. The Student Record Form is included as Appendix D.
Alphacheck (Konza, 2012)
The Alphacheck is a criterion-referenced tool that provides a straightforward way of
assessing knowledge of the single letter names and sounds, and common letter-sound
combinations. It also assesses children’s ability to use this knowledge to read words of
increasing complexity. A descriptor of the phonic knowledge being assessed appears at the
bottom of each column of items. This is to build the literacy language of teachers, many of
whom have never been taught terminology such as digraph, trigraph, grapheme, etc. The
Alphacheck contains instructions, a recording sheet containing all items, and individual
pages in large print for student administration (see Appendix E for the Recording sheet).
Survey of Literacy Knowledge and Beliefs (Konza, 2013)
This survey required short answers to ten questions, two of which had several parts (see
Appendix F). The first question assessed participant knowledge of the five essential
elements 1 required for skilled reading to develop, as determined by the landmark US Report
of the National Reading Panel (NRP) (NICHHD, 2000). These elements were supported by
subsequent national (DEST, 2005) and international reports (Rose Review, 2006). The NRP
also emphasised the need for explicit and systematic teaching of each, particularly for
beginning and struggling readers, and greatly influenced the teaching of reading across the
English-speaking world. It was important to assess participant knowledge and understanding
of these elements before the project began to have some base-line data for comparison at
the end of the project.
Questions 2-9 explored participant understanding of how these elements should be
reflected in literacy practices at the school level. The final question tested participants’
knowledge of key terminology related to early reading instruction.
Respondents were asked to use a personal code or identifier such as
a pet’s name on their surveys. This allowed them to remain
anonymous, and thus reduce any anxiety associated with
assessment of their knowledge, while still allowing pre- and postsurveys to be matched. A list of the code names was provided to all
participants when they were completing the post-survey to prompt
them of the names they had used, but not all surveys were
identified, and therefore not all could be matched.
1

The five elements are phonological awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency and comprehension.
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Project Evaluation Survey
This survey explored the extent to which participants believed their knowledge and practice
of effective reading instruction had developed, and their views on the usefulness of different
project components. It contained ten items requiring responses along a four-point scale
from ‘not at all’ to ‘a great extent’, and four open ended questions that allowed for further
feedback on each major component of the project, and suggestions for improvement (see
Appendix G). A total of 36 participants completed the survey at the final meeting in
November 2012, although not all participants completed every item.
Summary of data sources in relation to project aims
Table 4 summarises the quantitative and qualitative methods used to determine the extent
to which the aims of the project were met.
Table 4: Summary of research aims, data sources and analyses

Project Aim
1. To build teacher and SSO
understanding of the key
elements of the reading
process, and how these
skills are developed in
beginning reading

2. To develop in teachers and
SSOs effective teaching
strategies around initial
reading instruction using a
synthetic phonics
approach
3. To incorporate the
expertise of regional
teachers to support the
project aims
4. To accelerate the early
reading skills of junior
primary students using a
synthetic phonics
approach

5. To identify the most useful
aspects of the project, as
determined by the
participants.

Data source
• Pre-post surveys of
participant knowledge
and beliefs about
reading development
and effective early
literacy instruction
• Project Evaluation
Survey
• Project Evaluation
Survey
• Observations of
classroom teaching
• Informal teacher
interviews
• Classroom observations
• Project Evaluation
Survey
• Pre- and post-scores of
oral language screener
• Pre-post-scores of
phonological skills using
SPAT-R
• Pre- and post-scores of
alphabetic knowledge
using Alphacheck
• Project Evaluation
Survey
• Informal teacher
interviews
• ‘What’s working?
What’s not?’ feedback
sheets
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Data analysis
• Paired sample t-tests;
effect sizes

• Descriptive statistics
• Descriptive statistics
• Descriptive analysis
•
• Descriptive analysis
• Descriptive analysis
• Descriptive statistics
• Paired sample t-tests;
effect sizes
• Paired sample t-tests;
effect sizes
• Paired sample t-tests;
effect sizes
• Descriptive statistics
• Descriptive analysis
• Descriptive analysis

PROJECT OUTCOMES
The outcomes are presented in two broad sections: results relating to teacher and SSO
growth in literacy knowledge and beliefs, changes in classroom practice, and response to the
project are discussed before presentation of the outcomes for the students involved.

Outcomes for Teachers and Student Support Officers
Changes in literacy knowledge and beliefs
Because trained teachers would be expected to have greater of knowledge about literacy
development and terminology than Student Support Officers, the data for each group were
analysed separately. Figure 1 presents the total scores of the 27 (of a potential 37) teachers
and school leaders for whom pre- and post-project data were available.
Survey of Literacy Knowledge
Teacher/Leader Pre-Post Project Total Scores
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Pre Total Score

Post Total Score

Figure 1: Pre- and post-project scores of teacher/leader literacy knowledge

Growth occurred in every case, with most teachers and leaders making considerable gains in
their literacy knowledge. While only one participant scored more than 40/50 on the pre-test,
16 scored 40 or more on the post-test. When pre and post scores were analysed using a
paired sample t-test it was found that there was a highly statistically significant difference
(t[26] = 10.4448; p < 0.0001) between the pre-intervention scores (mean = 28.77, SD =. 6.98)
and the post-intervention scores (mean = 40.24, SD = 5.21). Cohen’s d (1.86) indicated a very
large effect size.
Table 5: Statistical summary for growth in teacher knowledge

Teachers

Pre
mean

Growth in 28.772
literacy
knowledge

Post
mean

Pre SD

Post
SD

40.241

6.977

5.210 10.4448 26 <0.0001

15

t

df

p

Cohen’s d
1.86

Pre- and post-project data were available for seven of the 14 SSOs who participated. Figure
2 reveals that the literacy-related knowledge of all SSOs grew, with the post-project scores
of three matching or exceeding the post-project scores of three of the teachers. When pre
and post scores were analysed using a paired sample t-test it was found that there was a
highly statistically significant difference (t[6] = 5.3246; p = 0.0018) between the preintervention scores (mean = 10.93, SD = 5.20) and the post-intervention scores (mean =
25.29, SD = 6.57). Cohen’s d (2.42) indicated a very large effect size.

Survey of Literacy Knowledge
SSO Pre-Post Project Scores
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Figure 2: Pre- and post- project scores of Student Support Officers’ literacy knowledge
Table 6: Statistical summary for growth in SSO knowledge

Teachers

Pre
mean

Post
mean

Pre SD

Post
SD

t

df

p

Cohen’s d

Growth in
literacy
knowledg
e

10.929

25.286

5.200

6.569

5.324
6

6

= 0.0018 2. 42

Data gathered through the Project Evaluation Survey
A total of 36 participants completed the Project Evaluation Survey, 27 teachers and nine
SSOs, although not all participants responded to every item. Questions 1, 2, 6, and 8 related
to participants’ perceptions of changes in their literacy knowledge (see Table 6). Mean
responses to these four items were above 3 out of a possible 4, reflecting the general
perception that their literacy knowledge had developed between a moderate and a great
extent. Thus participant perception data supports the data gained from the survey.
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Table 7: Project Evaluation Survey-Knowledge of Literacy Learning and Teaching

As a result of my participation in the
YMN-RDAS project, I have:
Learnt more about how children learn
to read.
Learnt about the role of decodable
readers.
Changed my beliefs about how to
teach reading most effectively.
Understood more about importance
of oral language and vocabulary to
reading.

1
Not at
All

2
To a slight
extent

3
To a mod.
extent

4
To a great
extent

Mea
n

0

5

14

17

3.3

0

5

14

17

3.3

1

4

12

17

3.3

2

4

11
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Changes in classroom practice
Classroom observations by the researcher and the literacy support teachers provided the
best means by which to determine changes in classroom practice. Participating teachers
appeared to start from a ‘higher base’ in 2013, which could be explained in a number of
ways. Two schools were involved in the project for a second year, and there had been some
dissemination of ideas beyond the teachers directly involved throughout the previous year.
Recommendations regarding explicit teaching that could have been confronting had already
been accepted in these schools. Other schools had also registered interest because the
results of the 2012 project had been acknowledged at the regional level, thus a climate of
acceptance existed which was not necessarily evident in all schools in 2012.
Other factors may also have contributed to this ‘head start’. In response to feedback in
2012, demonstration of the synthetic phonics cycle was included at an earlier point in the
project, thus participants were able to act on this information earlier. The researcher’s
experience in 2012 also enabled a clearer explanation of particular points during the early
professional learning days.
It must also be acknowledged that in several schools, there were year coordinators and/or
literacy leaders who were already familiar with and encouraging a synthetic phonics
approach, so the project’s recommendations fell on fertile ground. These factors may have
led to changes in practice relatively earlier than had been observed in 2012.
Nevertheless, classroom observations throughout the year did reveal some important
changes in practice. A useful strategy was taking photographs of effective practices as they
were observed and including them in subsequent PL sessions. There was a particular effort
to include some element of every teacher’s practice or classroom organisation as evidence
of good practice (although these were easier to locate in some classrooms than others). It
was interesting to note very particular strategies that were the subject of the ‘good practice’
sessions, appearing more and more often throughout the year, as participants learned from
each other. The following section describes areas in which changes were noted throughout
the year. Representative comments from the Evaluation Survey that support classroom
observations have been included.
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More authentic use of the synthetic phonics cycle
During early visits to some classrooms, it was difficult to determine which part of the
teaching cycle was being demonstrated, as much of the instruction did not appear to ‘fit’
anywhere. Field notes recorded on an initial visit included:
‘Aim of lesson not stated; students seem as unclear as I am
of purpose’; ‘no review?’ and ‘Application phase in place
without any guided practice; many students unsure; many
off task’. As the year progressed, it was significantly easier
to identify the element of the cycle being observed. In
some schools, an outline of the cycle had been printed and
laminated and placed on the easel or in clear view.
Many comments in the Evaluation Survey reinforced this observation. In the open-ended
question regarding the most helpful component of the project, 14 participants referred to
the input on synthetic phonics or the teaching –learning cycle. Comments included:
Reinforcing significance/prime importance of synthetic phonics as a strong foundation
for literacy learning.
Providing the teaching/learning lesson structure to ensure that all elements are
covered.
The learning teaching cycle
Using the suggested letters introduced in sequence.
The satpin letter order has been great.
Structure and sequence to my classroom practice.
Learning how many sounds can be taught in Reception!!

Greater refinement of the synthetic phonics approach also became evident; for example,
teachers increasingly taught new letter-sounds in every position within a consonant-vowel
consonant word, not just at the beginning.

Increased evidence of explicit teaching
The synthetic phonics approach is an example of the explicit teaching required for the most
effective teaching of most children. Explicit teaching was a point of emphasis within the
project, but until demonstrated and observed, it was not clearly understood by many
participants. Using photographs of participants engaging in explicit teaching as
demonstrations of ‘good practice’ resulted in explicit teaching being observed more often,
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and in more classrooms, as the year progressed. The focus on explicit
teaching was identified by 10 participants as the most helpful
component of the project.
Increased opportunities for practice
It became easier to identify the ‘review’ phase of the
cycle as teachers conducted quick revision sessions
of previously learnt material with the whole class and
with individuals. The constant review of previously learnt material is an
important aspect of a synthetic phonics approach, and is one reason for
the rapid progress of many children. Teachers’ practice reflected this
new understanding.
More effective classroom organisation
Many junior primary classrooms are colourful and highly
stimulating environments, but some children cannot pay
attention if mobiles interfere with their line of vision or
there are too many distractors present in their
environment. While not the
case in all classrooms, some
early
visits
revealed
environments that would have
made concentration difficult. After this point was discussed at a
subsequent PL day, and with the inclusion of photographs of well-organised classrooms,
there was significant evidence of teachers removing distractions, providing ‘clean’ learning
spaces, and ensuring that the ‘target of instruction’ was not lost amongst the many
resources and other ‘paraphernalia’ that collects in classrooms.
Increased focus on vocabulary and oral language
Although the primary focus of the project was on
a synthetic approach to the teaching of reading,
oral language received significant attention, as it
underpins all literacy development. Oral language
activities were increasingly observed throughout
the project. This was also commented on by a
number of participants in the Evaluation survey, with seven teachers
identifying the inclusion of strategies for oral language and vocabulary development as the
most significant change in their teaching as a result of the project. The importance of
‘vocabulary development’; ‘understanding the importance of oral language and how a
child’s reading development is affected by their oral language experiences’; and allowing
children to explore words’ were specifically referred to in the questions relating to how their
teaching had changed. Eight participants also referred to oral language as the most helpful
component of the project in the Evaluation Survey.
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Increased monitoring and use of data to inform teaching
Monitoring of children’s progress in the early years is critical if students having difficulty are
to be identified. A number of teachers initially appeared to have no systematic way of doing
this on a regular basis, but throughout the year, strategies such as asking children to hold
their individual whiteboards under their chin, recording daily progress, and ensuring that
children were able to see corrections being made to bookwork, were increasingly observed.
This linked to the use of assessment data to inform their teaching. While only one teacher
specifically mentioned ‘data collection and interrogation of data’ as the most significant
change in teaching, nine other respondents referred to ‘testing and looking at data’; using
the assessment as a point of teaching’; the testing to give insight into children’s needs’ and
‘analysis of testing’ or the actual assessment resources as the most helpful component of
the project. A new appreciation of the importance of data to inform teaching was an
important outcome of the project.
Data gathered through the Project Evaluation Survey
(Qs 3, 4, 5, 7)
While some SSOs did not consider that they made decisions about, or were directly involved
in teaching, the data were combined for these items, as most SSOs were actively involved in
classroom instruction, particularly with small intervention groups. Four of the survey items
explored the participants’ perceptions of changes directly related to their teaching, including
assessment practices. Changes of a moderate to great extent were recorded for the four
items, with the greatest change for increases in explicit teaching. This is consistent with
what was observed during classroom visits.
Table 8: Project Evaluation Survey-Changes in teaching practice

As a result of my participation in the
YMN-RDAS project, I have:
Developed my ability to diagnose
student needs in literacy.
Developed my ability to teach student
with reading difficulties.
Changed my reading assessment
practices.
Taught reading more explicitly at class
and individual levels.

1
Not at
All

2
To a slight
extent

3
To a mod.
extent

4
To a great
extent

Mean

0

8

13

15

3.2

0

7

18

11

3.1

0

9

13

11

3.1

1

6

5
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Changes in teacher and SSO confidence (Qs 9, 10)
While teachers’ confidence in their ability to teach effectively may not always be reflected in
their actual teaching, building confidence in good practice can enhance both motivation and
job satisfaction, thus perceived changes in confidence were included in the survey. Table 8
reveals that most participants believed they had increased confidence in their ability to
teach reading, and to talk to parents about their children’s reading in teaching reading, to a
moderate to great extent. Again, this is broadly consistent with what was observed in
classrooms.
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Table 9: Project Evaluation Survey-Changes in confidence

As a result of my participation in the
YMN-RDAS project, I have:
Become more confident about my
ability to help children learn to read.
Become more confident when talking
to parents about their child’s reading.

1
Not at
All

2
To a slight
extent

3
To a mod.
extent

4
To a great
extent

Mean

2

2

10

22

3.4

0

8

11

13

3.2

Outcomes for Students
This section looks at pre- and post-intervention student achievement in three areas that are
critical for the development of early reading skills: oral language, phonological awareness
and alphabetic knowledge. In most cases, graphed results alone tell the story of student
achievement. Where total numbers allowed, t-tests and effect sizes were also calculated,
although this was not possible when analysing the data for Aboriginal students separately,
because of the small numbers in each year level. This section also includes relevant
information gathered during classroom observations.
Development of oral language
The oral language results must be viewed in the context of the discussion of the screener on
pages 9-10 of this report. Figure 3 presents the oral language pre- and post-project average
group scores as percentages for all students who completed both assessments, including
those identified as Aboriginal. Because it was relatively easy to score highly on this screener,
and many students did, there was not a great deal of room for growth. Figure 3 does reveal,
however, that on average, students in each year level made some gains, and statistical
analysis revealed some highly significant results and moderate to large effect sizes in the
early years.

Oral Language Scores as Percentages
All Reception Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4&5 Students
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Post Intervention

Figure 3: Oral language scores pre- and post-project
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Reception oral language results
Reception students made the largest gains, which was to be expected. The average pre- and
post-project scores for 126 Reception students’ oral language were analysed using a paired
sample t-test as summarised in Table 2. There was an extremely significant difference
(t[125] = 10.0654; p < 0.0001) between the pre-intervention scores (mean = 72.94, SD =
12.32) and the post scores (mean = 83.45, SD = 11.00). Cohen’s d (0.90) indicated a large
effect size.
Table 10: Statistical summary of average pre- and post-intervention oral language scores for all Reception
students

All
Reception
students
Oral
language

Pre
mean

Post
mean

Pre SD

Post
SD

t

df

72.94

83.45

12.32

11.00

10.0654 125

p

Cohen’s
d

<0.0001

0.90

Year 1 oral language results
The average pre- and post-project scores for 121 Year 1 students’ oral language were also
analysed using a paired sample t-test as summarised in Table 2. There was an extremely
significant difference (t[120] = 6.2650; p < 0.0001) between the pre-intervention scores
(mean = 79.63, SD =14.26) and the post scores (mean = 85.62, SD = 11.93). Cohen’s d (0.46)
indicated a moderate effect size, but nothing more than would be expected after a year’s
teaching.
Table 11: Statistical summary of average pre and post intervention oral language scores for all Year 1 students

All Year 1
students
Oral
language

Pre
mean
79.63

Post
mean
85.62

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

14.26

11.93

6.2650 120

p
<0.0001

Cohen’s
d
0.46

Year 2 oral language results
When the average pre- and post-project scores for 94 Year 2 students’ oral language were
analysed using a paired sample t-test as summarised in Table 12, an extremely significant
difference (t[93] = 5.9345; p < 0.0001) was found between the pre-intervention scores
(mean = 87.45, SD =9.75) and the post scores (mean = 93.03, SD = 6.44). Cohen’s d (0.68)
indicated a moderate effect size.
Table 12: Statistical summary of average pre and post intervention oral language scores for all Year 2 students

All Year 2
students
Oral
language

Pre
mean
87.45

Post
mean
93.03

Pre SD

Post SD

t

9.75

6.44

5.9345 93
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df

p
<0.0001

Cohen’s
d
0.68

Year 3 oral language results
When the average pre- and post-project scores for 31 Year 3 students’ oral language were
analysed using a paired sample t-test as summarised in Table 13, an extremely significant
difference (t[30] = 4.1115; p = 0.0003) was found between the pre-intervention scores
(mean = 88.55, SD =9.42) and the post scores (mean = 94.35, SD =5.44). Cohen’s d (0.62)
indicated a moderate effect size.
Table 13: Statistical summary of average pre and post intervention oral language scores for all Year 3 students

All Year 2
students
Oral
language

Pre
mean
88.55

Post
mean
94.35

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

9.42

5.44

4.1115 30

p
=
0.0003

Cohen’s
d
0.62

Year 4/5 oral language results
Minimal gains were made by the 14 students in Years 4 and 5, albeit from a high pre-project
average score. When the average pre- and post-project scores for 14 Year 4/5 students’ oral
language were analysed using a paired sample t-test as summarised in Table 14, no
significant difference (t[13] = 0.8424; p = 0.4148) was found between the pre-intervention
scores (mean = 90.36, SD = 14.07) and the post scores (mean = 93.93, SD =5.94). Cohen’s d
(0.33) indicated a small effect size.
Table 14: Statistical summary of average pre and post intervention oral language scores for all Year 4/5 students

All Year 2
students
Oral
language

Pre
mean
90.36

Post
mean
93.93

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

14.07

5.94

0.8424 13

p
=
0.4148

Cohen’s
d
0.33

Results for Aboriginal students’ oral language
The results for students identified as Aboriginal were drawn from the combined results and
are presented in Figure 4. Numbers in each year level were small, which means individual
results could affect averages quite dramatically, and statistical analysis was not appropriate.
In each year, pre-project averages for the Aboriginal students were lower than the combined
group, but post-project scores increased by a greater margin than for the combined group
in all years except for Reception. These were encouraging results, reflecting the value of a
concentrated effort on oral language as a necessary skill underlying all literacy development.
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Oral Language Scores as Percentages
Aboriginal Reception, Year 1, Year 2, Year 3
and Year 4/5 Students
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Figure 4: Oral language scores pre- and post-project for Aboriginal students

Class-based results
Teachers were each given a graph of their own students’ pre- and post-intervention results.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 present the results of three different classes. Although the screener
included neither comprehensive nor difficult items, the class graphs reveal that the children
varied widely in their ability to answer the questions correctly. The pre-project results, which
were provided early in the year, identified children who needed additional support, and
provided some guidelines for grouping of children. The post-project results provided
information about each child’s individual progress.
In the first sample Reception class (see Figure 5), all students made progress, with 10 of the
15 students scoring over 90% on the post-test.
Oral Language Results for Sample 1 Reception Class
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Figure 5: Oral language scores pre- and post-project for Reception class

Figure 6 reveals that, as expected on a screener designed for children entering school, older
students scored more highly on the pre-test, and many achieved 100% on the post-test. But
the screening instrument did identify significant oral language issues with one student, TN,
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who was then targeted for additional oral language support, and who made exceptional
progress throughout the year.
Oral Language Results for Sample 2/3/4 Class
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Figure 6: Oral language scores pre- and post-project for Year 2/3/4 class

Progress for all students was not always the case, with some children in a number of classes
recording a lower total in the post-test. In the second sample Reception class (see Figure 7),
17 children made progress, 4 remained the same, and 2 showed a decline.

Oral Language Results for Sample 2 Reception Class
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Figure 7: Oral language scores pre- and post-project for Reception 2 class

The individual performance of young children is often highly dependent on events of the
day. At the post-project discussion of results, teachers were invited to annotate the class
graphs with any explanatory notes. In the two cases in Figure 7 where students’
performance declined, annotations revealed that one had spent most of the year attending
another school and returned shortly before the post-assessments; and the other was labeled
‘a surprise’, which suggests that some factors present on the day affected the child’s
performance. Overall, however, most children across all year levels scored higher on the
post-test, as revealed in the group averages in Figure 3.
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Development of phonological awareness
The Sutherland Phonological Awareness Test-Revised provides a comprehensive overview of
a student’s phonological development with percentile ranks available for children from the
first year of formal schooling (referred to as Reception in South Australia) to Year 3. Two of
the 13 subtests on the SPAT-R also assess some aspects of alphabetic knowledge, as they
require the reading and spelling of non-words. The SPAT-R can be used to assess the
phonological awareness of older students but only in terms of their performance relative to
younger students.
Figure 8 presents the group average pre- and post-project SPAT-R percentile ranks for
students in each year. Percentile ranks in the SPAT-R are based on students’ completed
Years of Schooling (YOS). By the end of Year 2, for example, students have completed three
years of schooling because the Reception year is included, therefore results at the end of
Year 2 would be based on YOS 3 percentiles. There was some discussion about which set of
percentiles should be used for assessments conducted in March and October/November,
the duration of the intervention conducted as part of the project. It was decided that for the
March pre-test, percentiles for the previous year would be used; thus, Year 1 students’
percentiles would be calculated using the Years of Schooling (YOS) 1 percentile ranks, as
students had completed one whole year of schooling, and were only at the beginning of
their second year. For the post-test, however, percentile ranks for YOS 2 were used although
post-tests were conducted after only 7 to 8 months, rather than a full year. This was done in
order not to inflate the results but it does mean that the progress reflected in Figure 8 is
probably more conservative than actually occurred.
This did not apply for the Reception students, as no percentiles are available for children at
the beginning of their first year of formal schooling. The pre-tests conducted in March had
to be ranked according to the YOS 1 percentiles, which is the first set available, despite the
fact that the children had only been at school for a few weeks. The same YOS 1 ranks were
then also used for the October/November assessments, when the children had completed
close to their first full year of school. Thus, their pre- and post-test ranks were calculated on
the same set of percentiles, with the result that their progress appears stronger relative to
that of the older students.
SPAT-R Percentiles
All Reception Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4/5 Students
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Figure 8: Pre- and post-SPAT-R percentile scores for all students
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Reception phonological skill development
Figure 8 reveals strong average growth in the 127 Reception students for whom both preand post-intervention data were available. This would be expected, as phonological
awareness is a focus of teaching in Reception. When pre and post-project SPAT-R percentile
ranks for the Reception students were analysed using a paired sample t-test it was found
that there was an extremely significant difference (t[126] = 18.5467; p < 0.0001) between
the pre scores (mean = 35.95, SD =26.72) and the post scores (mean = 72.09, SD = 26.39).
Cohen’s d (1.36) indicated a very large effect size.
Table 15: Statistical summary of average pre and post intervention SPAT-R percentiles for all Reception students

All
Reception
students
SPAT-R

Pre
mean

Post
mean

Pre SD

Post
SD

t

df

p

Cohen’s d

35.95

72.09

26.72

26.39

18.546
7

126

<
0.0001

1.36

Year 1 phonological skill development
As can be deduced from Figure 8, results for students in Year 1 were not statistically
significant. When pre and post-project SPAT-R percentile ranks for 122 Year 1 students were
analysed using a paired sample t-test it was found that there was no significant difference
(t[121] = 0. 7633; p = 0.4468) between the pre scores (mean = 66.21, SD =27.76) and the
post scores (mean = 67.45, SD = 29.36). Cohen’s d (0.04) indicated a very small effect size.
The minimal average progress of the Year 1 students could be explained by the use of
different YOS percentiles, but the project’s focus on teaching alphabetic knowledge should
also have supported phonological development. Most students, however, clearly had
sufficient phonological skills to learn their letter-sounds, as demonstrated by the Alphacheck
results.
Table 16: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention SPAT-R scores of all Year 1 students

All Year 1
students
SPAT-R

Pre
mean
66.21

Post
mean
67.45

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

p

27.76

29.38

0.7633

121

=0.4468

Cohen’s
d
0.04

Year 2 phonological skill development
Year 2 students demonstrated much stronger growth. When pre and post-project SPAT-R
percentile ranks for 92 Year 2 students were analysed using a paired sample t-test it was
found that there was an extremely significant difference (t[91] = 7.0294; p < 0.0001)
between the pre scores (mean = 71.23, SD =27.39) and the post scores (mean = 86.02, SD =
19.62). Cohen’s d (0.62) indicated a moderate effect size.
Table 17: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention SPAT-R scores of all Year 2 students

All Year 2
students
SPAT-R

Pre
mean
71.23

Post
mean
86.02

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

p

27.39

19.62

7.0294

91

< 0.0001
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Cohen’s
d
0.62

Year 3 phonological skill development
The phonological skills of the Year 3 students also showed strong growth. When pre and
post-project SPAT-R percentile ranks for 31 Year 3 students were analysed using a paired
sample t-test it was found that there was an extremely significant difference (t[91] =
3.9368; p < 0.0005) between the pre scores (mean = 61.77, SD =27.20) and the post scores
(mean = 81.74, SD = 21.11). Cohen’s d (0.82) indicated a large effect size. Despite this strong
growth, the Year 3 scores were lower on average than the Year 2 scores. Phonological
awareness should be secure by the end of Year 2, thus the lower post-test scores for Year 3
students is somewhat disturbing. Analysis of individual student results revealed that many
incorrect answers related to the non-word reading and non-word spelling items, which
includes knowledge beyond that relating to phonological awareness.
Table 18: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention SPAT-R scores of all Year 3 students

All Year 3
students
SPAT-R

Pre
mean
61.77

Post
mean
81.74

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

p

27.20

21.11

3.9368

30

=0.0005

Cohen’s
d
0.82

Year 4/5 phonological skill development
The group average pre-project results of the 14 Year 4/5 students differed little from that of
the Reception students, but they did make excellent progress in this area throughout the
period of the project. When pre and post-project SPAT-R percentile ranks for the Year 4/5
students were analysed using a paired sample t-test it was found that there was an
extremely significant difference (t[13] = 7.6029; p < 0.0001) between the pre scores (mean
= 40.43, SD =27.68) and the post scores (mean = 88.71, SD = 14.36). Cohen’s d (2.19)
indicated a very large effect size. Nevertheless, students in Years 4 and 5, for whom
phonological skills should be very secure, still scored at less than the 90th percentile for
students in Year 2.
Table 19: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention SPAT-R scores of all Year 4/5 students

All Year
4/5
students
SPAT-R

Pre
mean

Post
mean

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

p

Cohen’s
d

40.43

88.71

27.68

14.36

7.6029

13

<0.0001

2.19

Results for Aboriginal students’ phonological awareness
Figure 9 presents the SPAT-R results for the students identified as Aboriginal. The pattern is
broadly similar to the combined results for each year level, but of note is the fact that the
average post-project results for the Aboriginal students in Years 2, 3 and 4 were higher than
the combined group average for those years. While the number of Aboriginal students who
completed both pre- and post-SPAT-R assessments was very small 2, the results reflect very
well on the capability of those students. And while these results cannot be directly linked to
2

Numbers of Aboriginal students who completed both pre- and post-SPAT-R assessments:
Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
6
10
3
4
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Year 4
1

the project, and may be the outcome of other programs targeting phonological skills in some
schools, the teaching of individual letter-sounds also supports phonemic awareness thus the
project would certainly have supported this development.

SPAT-R Percentile Ranks
Aboriginal Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 and Year 4/5 Students
100
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0
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Figure 9: Pre-post SPAT-R percentile scores for Aboriginal students

The small numbers did not support the calculation of t-tests, but effect sizes were calculated
for Reception and Year 1. Although the effect size for the results of the combined group of
Reception students was large (d= 1.36), the Aboriginal students outperformed them (d =
1.81). The effect size calculated on the scores of the Year 1 Aboriginal students (d = 0.05)
was very small, similar to the combined group.
Development of alphabetic knowledge
Because the development of alphabetic knowledge was the focus of the intervention, results
for changes in alphabetic knowledge are presented separately for each year level. The
Alphacheck assesses different categories of alphabetic knowledge, from simple to complex,
as can be seen in Figure 10, which provides an overview of progress in each area. To simplify
reporting for each year level, statistical analysis was confined to two important areas for
beginning reading: early letter sound knowledge and blending ability. The letter sound
category (second column in Figure 10) included knowledge of all single letter-sounds and
common consonant digraphs. Early blending ability was analysed by averaging the results of
the third column, which contains vowel-consonant (vc) and consonant-vowel-consonant
(cvc) words (e.g. up, ran); and the fourth column, which contains ccvc and cvcc combinations
(e.g. best, melt). While reading words in all the columns after letter-sounds requires
blending skills, more complex letter-sound knowledge is required to read words in the latter
six columns, so it becomes an assessment of more than blending. Once the concept of
blending is secure, children have little difficulty with this skill.
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Results for Reception students
Figure 10 presents the group average Alphacheck results for all Reception students pre- and
post-project, excluding those who had enrolled in Terms 2 or 3. The development of lettersound knowledge was greater than letter-name knowledge, reflecting the focus within the
project on that element. The significant growth in blending ability is a positive aspect of
these results. Blending is a core component of a synthetic phonics approach and early
development of this skill appears to be one of the main reasons for the very rapid progress
of many beginning readers.
Pre and Post Average Alphacheck Scores as Percentages
All Reception Students
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Figure 10: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Reception students

Statistical analysis revealed that progress in both letter-sound knowledge and blending was
extremely significant, with very large effect sizes. When pre and post scores for 127
Reception students’ letter sound knowledge were analysed using a paired sample t-test it
was found that there was an extremely significant difference (t[126] = 18.2479; p <
0.0001) between the pre scores (mean = 57.99, SD =24.50) and the post scores (mean =
88.00, SD = 15.28). Cohen’s d (1.47) indicated a very large effect size, suggesting growth well
beyond what would normally occur in seven to eight months. The smaller standard deviation
in the Reception students’ post-intervention results for letter-sounds, while still quite large,
suggests that the gap in achievement across the class in this area of knowledge had
narrowed; that is, that some of the children with little alphabetic knowledge on school entry
had ‘caught up’ with their peers to some extent.
When group average pre and post scores for Reception students’ blending were analysed
using a paired sample t-test it was found that there was also an extremely significant
difference (t[126] = 20.2772; p < 0.0001) between the pre scores (mean = 13.03, SD =22.16)
and the post scores (mean = 66.18, SD = 31.78). Cohen’s d (1.94) also indicated a very large
effect size, indicating far more rapid development than expected in such a short period of
time.. The post-test standard deviation for blending ability, however, reveals that while
some children made very rapid progress, others progressed much more slowly, and would
have been well behind the year average. Thus the gap in achievement in this more complex
skill did not decrease. While it is clear that some children are capable of blending far earlier
than understood some years ago, some children still require more time.
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Table 20: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention Alphacheck scores of all Reception students for
letter-sound knowledge and blending

All
Reception
students
Letter
sounds
Blending

Pre
mean

Post
mean

Pre SD

Post
SD

t

57.99

88.00

24.50

15.28

13.03

66.18

22.16

31.78

df

p

Cohen’s
d

18.2479 126

<0.0001

1.47

20.2772 126

<0.0001

1.94

Results for Year 1 students
Pre- and post-project Alphacheck results were available for 123 Year 1 students and are
presented in Figure 11. When group average pre- and post-project scores for Year 1
students’ alphabetic knowledge were analysed using a paired sample t-test it was found that
there was an extremely significant difference (t[122] = 7.7939; p < 0.0001) between the pre
scores (mean = 81.06, SD =19.99) and the post scores (mean = 92.05, SD = 12.19) (see Table
4). Cohen’s d (0.66) indicated a moderate effect size. The growth in alphabetic knowledge
was highly significant, indicating that it was extremely unlikely that these results occurred by
chance. The effect size was not as great as with the Reception students, because Year 1
students had a greater level of knowledge at the beginning of the year, and so had less
opportunity for growth.
Pre and Post Average Alphacheck Scores as Percentages
All Year 1 Students
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Figure 11: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Year 1 students

There was more potential for Year 1 students to demonstrate growth in blending ability, and
in fact, statistical analysis confirmed that this occurred (see Table 4). When group average
pre- and post-project scores for Year 1 students’ blending were analysed using a paired
sample t-test it was found that there was an extremely significant difference (t[122] =
10.1247; p < 0.0001) between the pre scores (mean = 57.36, SD =35.38) and the post scores
(mean = 82.68, SD = 25.59) Cohen’s d (0.82) indicated a large effect size. The smaller
standard deviations in the post-project scores for both alphabetic knowledge and blending
ability also indicate that the gap in achievement was reduced in each of these areas. Thus
lower-achieving students gained some ground on their higher-achieving peers.
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Table 21: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention Alphacheck scores for all Year 1 students for lettersound knowledge and blending

All Year 1
students
Letter
sounds
Blending

Pre
mean
81.06

Post
mean
92.05

Pre SD

Post SD t

df

p

19.99

12.19

7.7939

122

<0.0001

Cohen’s
d
0.6638

57.36

82.68

35.38

25.59

10.1247 122

<0.0001

0.8201

Results for Year 2 students
Pre- and post-intervention Alphacheck results were available for 93 Year 2 students and are
presented in Figure 12.

Pre and Post Average Alphacheck Scores as Percentages
All Year 2 Students
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Figure 12: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Year 2 students

When pre and post scores for their letter-sound knowledge were analysed using a paired
sample t-test it was found that there was an extremely significant difference (t[92] =
7.1705; p < 0.0001) between the pre scores (mean = 87.82, SD =13.71) and the post scores
(mean = 96.99, SD = 5.18). Cohen’s d (0.88) indicated a large effect size.
When pre and post scores for their blending ability were analysed using a paired sample ttest it was found that there was a significant difference (t[92] = 6.7501; p < 0.0001)
between the pre scores (mean = 83.55, SD =23.44) and the post scores (mean = 95.32, SD =
11.08). Cohen’s d (0.64) indicated a moderate effect size.
The project’s focus on blending could explain the slightly higher post-intervention score for
early blending ability than for either letter-name or letter-sound knowledge, despite
blending being a much more advanced skill. Overall, the development of these students’
ability to read words across all the subtests, that is, words that included the most complex
letter-sound knowledge, is exactly what one would hope to see in year 2, and augers well for
their further reading development. . The greatly reduced standard deviation in the post-test
also confirms that on average, achievement of the lower-achieving was closer to that of the
higher-achieving students, which was a gratifying outcome of the project.
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Table 22: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention Alphacheck scores for all Year 2 students for
letter-sound knowledge and blending

All Year 2
students
Letter
sounds
Blending

Pre
mean
87.82

Post
mean
96.99

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

p

13.71

5.18

7.1705 92

<0.0001

Cohen’s
d
0.88

83.55

95.32

23.44

11.08

6.7501 92

<0.0001

0.64

Results for Year 3 students
Figure 13 presents the pre- and post-intervention results for all Year 3 students. As would be
expected, most students began the year with considerable knowledge, although the preproject group average score of 86.6 for letter names, and 91.4 for letter-sounds reveals that
10% or more of the students were not secure in this very elementary knowledge at the
beginning of Year 3. By the end of the project, however, group average scores in both these
categories were close to 100%.
When pre and post scores for the 31 Year 3 students’ letter sound knowledge were analysed
using a paired sample t-test it was found that there was a significant difference (t[30] =
3.7758; p = 0.0007) between the pre scores (mean = 91.42, SD = 10.71) and the post scores
(mean = 98.39, SD = 3.38). The smaller post-test standard deviation again indicated that
there was a smaller spread of scores across the year, and that some ‘catching up’ had
occurred. Cohen’s d (0.88) indicated a large effect size, suggesting above average growth.
These are extremely positive outcomes, as by Year 3, students who have fallen behind are
increasingly unlikely to catch up. These results also support the contention that explicit
teaching can help students accelerate their achievement.
When pre and post scores for the 31 Year 3 students’ blending ability were analysed using a
paired sample t-test it was found that there was a significant difference (t[30] = 3.3639; p =
0.0021) between the pre scores (mean = 85.00, SD = 18.17) and the post scores (mean =
94.68, SD = 13.66). Although the post-test standard deviation was smaller than the pre-test,
the difference was not as great as for letter-sound knowledge, revealing that less ground
had been made up. Cohen’s d (0.60) indicated a moderate effect size, suggesting above
average growth, but not as much as for letter-sound knowledge.
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Figure 13: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Year 3 students
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Table 23: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention Alphacheck scores for all Year 3 students for
letter-sound knowledge and blending

All Year 3
students
Letter
sounds
Blending

Pre
mean
91.42

Post
mean
98.39

Pre SD

Post SD

t

df

p

10.71

3.38

3.7758 30

= 0.0007

Cohen’s
d
0.88

85.00

94.68

18.17

13.66

3.3639 30

= 0.0021

0.60

Results for Year 4/5 students
The group average results for the 14 students in Years 4 and 5 are presented in Figure 14. As
would be expected, little growth was evident in basic letter-sound knowledge, as most
students of this age should have mastered this some years previously. When pre and post
scores for these students’ letter sound knowledge were analysed using a paired sample ttest it was found that there was no significant difference (t[13] = 1.6045; p = 0.1326)
between the pre scores (mean = 96.36, SD = 4.11) and the post scores (mean = 98.29, SD =
1.94). Cohen’s d (0.60), however, indicates a moderate effect size, confirming the value of
continuing to teach this basic material in those cases where students have not mastered it.
When pre and post scores for these students’ blending skills were analysed using a paired
sample t-test, however, it was found that there was a very significant difference (t[13] =
3.5428; p = 0.0036) between the pre scores (mean = 87.50, SD = 15.29) and the post scores
(mean = 97.50, SD = 5.46). The much smaller standard deviation in the post-test indicated
that the achievement of lower-achieving students was much closer to that of their higherachieving peers. The large effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.87) confirmed the value of explicitly
teaching these underlying skills.
Pre and Post Average Alphacheck Scores as Percentages
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Figure 14: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Year 4/5 students
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Table 24: Statistical summary of average pre-post intervention Alphacheck scores for all Year 4/5 students for
letter-sound knowledge and blending

All Year
4/5
students
Letter
sounds
Blending

Pre
mean

Post
mean

Pre SD

Post SD t

96.36

98.29

4.11

1.94

87.50

97.50

15.29

5.46

df

p

Cohen’s
d

1.6045 13

= 0.1326

0.60

3.5428 13

= 0.0036

0.87

Results for Aboriginal students
Results for Aboriginal students were drawn from the combined data and analysed
separately. Student numbers in each year level were too small for statistical analysis but
growth is clearly demonstrated in Figures 15-18.
Results for Aboriginal students in Reception
Figure 15 displays substantial average development in the early alphabetic knowledge and
blending skills of the six Aboriginal students in Reception classes.
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Figure 15: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Aboriginal Reception students

Examination of individual student results revealed that one student scored 9% in the pretest, and 77% in the post-test just seven months later, which is quite extraordinary
development. Other individual scores moved from 37% to 80%, 43% to 83% and from 46% to
80% respectively.
Development of blending was also particularly strong for most Aboriginal students, with one
moving from 5% to 85%; and another from 5% to 70%. One of the six did not make any
progress in blending, which would not be unexpected in a group of five-year old students.
Overall, however, this rate of progress augers very well for the continued development of
the students, and demonstrates what students can achieve when taught explicitly.
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Results for Aboriginal students in Year 1
Similar to the results of the total group, the 10 Year 1 Aboriginal students began with greater
alphabetic knowledge, and so had less room to grow, but blending ability developed greatly.
The improvement in their reading of multi-syllabic words (MSW) was particularly
encouraging, as it suggests that they approached longer words with more confidence.
Pre and Post Average Alphacheck Scores as Percentages
Aboriginal Year 1 Students
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Figure 16: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Aboriginal Year 1 students

Results for Aboriginal students in Year 2
Average Alphacheck results for the three Year 2 Aboriginal students may be seen in Figure
17. These students achieved close to 100% in the categories of letter-name and letter-sound
knowledge, and in the blending of cv and cvc words. Growth in their reading of words
containing more complex alphabetic knowledge suggests that these three students are well
on their way to reading for meaning.
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Figure 17: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for all Aboriginal Year 2 students
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Results for Aboriginal students in Year 3
Pre and post-Alphacheck scores were available for the four Aboriginal students in Year 3,
and on average, they progressed in all areas of alphabetic knowledge. They scored over 70%
in all categories of words, and 80% or more in seven of the 11 categories. One student went
from 40% blending success to 95% success over the seven-month program. The progress in
the harder elements (the final six pairs of column) was a particularly positive outcome, as
these included words with the most confusing vowel combinations, multi-syllabic words, and
non-words.
Pre and Post Average Alphacheck Scores as Percentages
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Figure 18: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for four Aboriginal students in Year 3

Results for Aboriginal student in Year 4
There was only one Aboriginal student in the Year 4/5 group, whose results are presented in
Figure 19. Errors were made in the post-tests of letter names and sounds, and in words
containing the ‘magic e’, thus these items would need reteaching. Encouraging progress was
made in the more complex areas of letter-sound knowledge, including words containing the
most difficult long vowel digraphs. This student’s ability to use his new knowledge is
revealed in his improved reading of non-words, as depicted in the final two columns of
Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Pre-post Alphacheck scores for the single Aboriginal Year 4 student
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Overall, results for the Aboriginal students were very encouraging, as in most of the skills
assessed, the gap in achievement narrowed. These students responded equally as well, and
in some cases better than their non-Aboriginal peers, to the structured teaching inherent in
a synthetic phonics approach.
Data on student outcomes gathered from classroom observations
Increased use of correct terminology
It was motivating to observe young children increasingly using and understanding the
correct terminology when referring to parts of speech, elements of
words, and reading processes. Classroom posters and teaching
activities reflected this approach. Teachers realised that in many ways
the capabilities of children have been vastly under-rated. Many
children are certainly capable of learning the correct terms for parts
of their language, and in fact, doing so supports their learning.

Improvements in writing
An unexpected outcome was the number of teachers who
reported improvements in the children’s writing, both in terms of
length and quality. On reflection, this should not have been a
surprise. Once children understand the basic principle of
translating sounds into written symbols, and are familiar with the
code that underpins the written form of the English language,
greater confidence in attempting to spell unknown words is a
likely outcome. Teachers reported fewer students requesting
assistance to spell unknown words; a
greater willingness on the part of
students to attempt unknown words,
and therefore greater engagement in writing tasks resulting in
longer and more complex pieces of writing. The images below
reveal one student’s efforts at the end of January followed by his
efforts in October, and reveal significant development.
Increased engagement of children
One of the most rewarding aspects of classroom visits was the noticeable increase in
children’s engagement as the year progressed. While a number of the participating teachers
were highly effective at maintaining the engagement of their young students from the
beginning of the project, as others became more familiar with the routines involved,
children’s engagement in whole class, group and individual learning activities increased
markedly. And as the application activities became more relevant, children’s engagement
also increased.
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MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions relating to teachers and SSOs
1. There was a highly significant increase in teacher understanding of the reading process,
and how to teach it. The very large effect size of 1.86 calculated on the results of the
Literacy Knowledge and Beliefs survey was greater than the 2012 effect size of 0.83,
which in itself reflected significant growth in knowledge. While it is not possible to
directly compare these results with those of the 2012 group because the surveys were
not identical, both assessed the same body of knowledge. Teachers now have a greater
understanding of the reading process, which will inform their teaching from this point on.
This improvement was supported by their perceptions, as reported in the Project
Evaluation Survey.
2. There was also a highly significant increase in SSO understanding of the reading
process. Because SSOs are often closely involved in the daily teaching of students who
are not making progress in reading, their increased knowledge of the importance of
explicit teaching, and how to implement it, should contribute to the progress of students
who need it most. As with the results for the teachers and leaders, the very large effect
size (d = 2.42) in 2013 was considerably larger than the effect size of 0.43 recorded in the
2012 project, and suggests that the 2013 project was more effective in building
participant understanding of the reading process.
3. Classroom observations revealed changes in classroom practice in all teachers, although
not all changed to the same extent. Positive changes were observed in the following
areas:
•
•
•
•

Implementation of a synthetic phonics approach
Use of explicit teaching
Opportunities for student practice of core knowledge and skills
More effective classroom organisation, reflecting a better understanding of
how to focus children’s attention
• Use of correct literacy terminology by teachers, ssos and students
• Focus on oral language and vocabulary development
• Monitoring of student work and use of data to inform teaching

4. The involvement of the four regional literacy support teachers added considerable
value to the project, and contributed an element of support that could not be offered by
the researcher. The researcher could model the synthetic phonics cycle, but the regional
support teachers could also demonstrate how this could be integrated and reinforced
throughout the school day amid the many competing demands that face teachers.

Conclusions relating to students
1. On average, extremely statistically significant gains in oral language (as measured by
the adapted screener) were made by children in all year levels except for the 14
students in Years 4/5, with the most significant gains being made by students in
Reception. Large effect sizes were only evident in the scores of the Reception students.
Some individual students did not make progress as measured by the screener.
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2. While pre-project oral language scores for the Aboriginal students were lower than for
the combined group, post-project scores increased by a greater margin in most year
levels. This means there was some narrowing of the gap between their achievement and
that of their peers.
3. Students in all year levels except Year 1 developed their phonological skills to an
extremely statistically significant level with moderate to large effect sizes. The pattern
was similar for Aboriginal students, whose post-project results were in fact higher than
those of the combined group in Years 2, 3 and These results refect very well on the
capacity and potential of the Aboriginal students when taught in a structured and explicit
manner.
4. Minimal progress was recorded on the SPAT-R for students in Year 1, although
phonological awareness was not a direct focus of the project. A mediating factor was that
the post-test was conducted only seven months after the pre-test, but the percentiles
were calculated on students receiving another 12 months of schooling. Nevertheless, the
Alphacheck results revealed that the large majority of students had developed an
awareness of individual phonemes (phonemic awareness), which facilitated their learning
of the alphabetic principle.
5. On average, students in Reception, Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3 made highly statistically
significant progress with moderate to very large effect sizes in development of early
letter-sound knowledge. The extremely large effect size of 1.47 for Reception students
confirms the value of a synthetic phonics approach for students from their first year of
formal schooling.
6. Students in Year 4/5 made progress in letter-sound knowledge, but not to a statistically
significant level because they began the year with well developed knowledge in this area,
and there was less room for them to grow.
7. On average, students in all years made statistically significant progress in blending, with
moderate to large effect sizes, with this being particularly evident in Reception and Year
1 classes. These results indicate that the students made more progress than would have
been expected in a school year, despite the fact that post-project assessment occurred
after only seven to eight months of instruction.
8. In all classes, including year 4/5, post-project standard deviations in results for lettersound knowledge were considerably smaller than pre-project standard deviations. This
means that, in relation to early alphabetic knowledge, the achievement gap between
the higher and lower-achieving students was reduced. This is perhaps the most
powerful outcome of the project.
9. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the results relating to blending ability, where the
gap in achievement was also reduced for students in all classes except Reception. It is
only recently that attempts have been made to teach Reception students to blend
sounds together. Blending is a prerequisite skill for reading an alphabetic language, and
the overall results reveal that while many Reception children are capable of learning to
blend from the earliest stages of formal schooling, some are not. The gap in achievement
grows as some children develop these skills quickly, leaving others behind. We can be
encouraged, however, by the narrowing of that gap in blending ability in Years 1, 2, 3 and
4/5, as more students acquire this important fundamental ability, and their reading of
words rapidly improves.
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10.Aboriginal students demonstrated growth in letter-sound knowledge and blending
consistent with their peers. Because they began from a lower starting point, their gains
were in some cases greater. Improvements shown in the reading of words containing the
most complex letter-sound knowledge augurs very well for the continued development
of these students. This was particularly true of those in Years 1, 2 and 3.
11.Improvements in writing were noted during classroom observations. As students became
more familiar with the letter-sound relationships, they were more confident to attempt
unknown words in their writing. This had the effect of longer and more complex written
texts.
12.Classroom observations also revealed increased use of correct terminology by students,
even in the Reception classes.
13.Finally, there was a strong sense that as the year progressed, students in most
classrooms appeared to be more engaged.

Suggestions for improvement
One section of the Project Evaluation Survey asked participants to suggest ways in which the
project could have been improved. Table 25 contains a summary of the suggestions.
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Table 25: Participant suggestions for improvement

What could have helped you more?
What to do when kids don’t get it the first
time
More interaction with others
Decodable texts earlier
More school visits
More examples of strategies earlier
Ppts available
More practical ideas/games
More PD days and time to implement in
class
More time in classrooms
Written feedback on classroom visits
More oral language sessions
More sharing of resources/ideas
Involving all staff
Split some days into teacher and SSO
sessions

Teachers
2
2
4*
2
2
1
2
3
2
1
1
1

SSOs

2
2

1

* The decodable texts were held up by late ordering, for which the researcher must take
responsibility, and compounded by delays in delivery from the United Kingdom.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations for Practice
1. The results of the YMN 2012 and YMN-RDAS 2013 literacy projects have confirmed the
efficacy of a synthetic phonics approach to teaching the alphabetic code that underpins
the written form of English. This is recommended as the most efficient way to ensure all
students develop early reading skills, and should begin in the Reception year.
2. An explicit focus on vocabulary building and other aspects of oral language is necessary
throughout the primary years, as proficiency in these areas underpins all literacy
development. Upper primary teachers also need to be aware of the need for this focus,
as language delays appear to be increasing, and will continue to have a detrimental
impact on broader literacy development.
3. The improvements in student achievement demonstrated in this project are linked to
improved classroom practice and the increased knowledge of the reading process
demonstrated by both teachers and SSOs. Many practising teachers have not been
informed of the evidence-based knowledge and practice contained in this project as part
of their teacher training. Dissemination of the resource materials, teaching scripts, and
assessment instruments developed by the Fogarty Learning Centre that have been part of
this project is recommended. This could be done via local hubs and networks. In addition,
the further distribution of the DVD developed as part of the YMN literacy project in 2012,
may support further teacher development.
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4. As a result of this project, more teachers have now developed significant expertise in the
implementation of a synthetic phonics approach. It is recommended that this expertise is
used at the regional level to support other teachers in some systematic way.
Recommendations for Research
1. Standardised assessment of reading, such as the York Assessment of Reading for
Comprehension, needs to be included as soon as children are reading connected text of
any length, as this would provide a better indication of progress than the reading of word
lists alone. While this is not possible for almost all children when they enter Reception
and for many when they enter Year 1, progress is so rapid for some children that by mid
year, some formal assessment of reading would be possible, and again at the end of the
year. These assessments would also provide a measure for comprehension, to ensure
that it is not only the decoding aspect of reading that is developing.
2. The use of photographs and footage of the participants themselves engaging in effective
practice was an accidental but very effective way of disseminating good practice. It was
also a way of acknowledging the excellent teaching being done. This is recommended as
a useful inclusion in research projects that include professional learning sessions.

Final reflection
This brings to a conclusion five years of collaboration between Edith Cowan University and
the South Australian Department of Education and Child Development. It has been
rewarding on many different levels for this researcher, and the evidence is that this
collaborative effort has resulted in both enhanced teaching and more importantly, improved
student achievement. It is hoped that the good work initiated by Trevor Radloff in 2010,
supported by Katrina Spencer and Andrew Wells among others at the central level, and
continued by regional personnel such as Roger Nottage, Denise Higgins, Sonya Rankine and
Julia Lloyd Jones, will continue to result in further positive outcomes for both teachers and
students.

Associate Professor Deslea Konza
Director – Fogarty Learning Centre
Edith Cowan University
17 July, 2014
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APPENDIX A

Time
1 min

Unpacking the Explicit Teaching of Letter-Sound Knowledge

4 mins

5-8 mins

Teaching/Learning Activities
Introduction

Focus attention on the day’s work; e.g. need to be
really on the ball; no dreaming, etc.

Review

• review up to 8-10 known sounds and words,
including 4 words that include most recently-learnt
phoneme and recent sight words
• have words on board, point randomly to different
sounds and words
• mix unison and individual responses

Explicit teaching of new phoneme

Point to new letter-sound

Articulate sound clearly
Ask “Everybody - what’s this sound?”
Ask children to repeat the sound in unison a few
times, using a cue like “Everybody…” and
occasionally ask for an individual response.
Discuss how the sound is made – mouth and tongue
position, flow of air, feel throat for vibration of
voiced sounds, nose for nasals, etc

Reminders

Be enthusiastic and give sense of
how important this is; how well
they’re doing; etc.
Strongly teacher-directed to
maintain momentum
Try to note students who are slow
to respond in group situation

Ensure that new letter-sound is
large and clearly presented on
board or flashcard with space all
around
Be careful not to lengthen sound
too much or add voice to a
voiceless sound like /h/

This repetition is to build the
automatic connection between the
visual pattern and the sound that
goes with it – very important for
automaticity
Make this as concrete as possible

Find things around the room that start with that
sound, or refer to objects you have brought for that
purpose.

Think about this beforehand so
you can maintain lesson
momentum

Demonstrate on the board how letter that makes
this sound is written.
Draw letter in the air, etc. Children copy in the air,
on the mat, on another child’s back, etc.

Take care to turn so orientation of
letter is correct, not mirror
reversed.
This is teacher-directed to
maintain momentum and ensure
children get correct message.
Involving children at this stage is
tempting but lesson loses
momentum as children come to
front, etc, and children not
involved lose interest.

Make new CVC words by blending new and known
letter cards on easel or board. Physically push letters
together in four stages to gradually represent
blending process. E.g. n i p
n i p
nip
nip

As you read fourth word, draw finger rapidly along
Use new letter in all possible positions, i.e at end and
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Once children are familiar with the
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middle of cvc words.
Demonstrate blending of other words that use new
phoneme in similar way (e.g. pan, pin, ant)
Demonstrate segmentation of cvc words, holding up
one finger for each phoneme.
Children segment words you say using their fingers

5-7 mins

Guided Practice

For example, play discrimination game; e.g. say a
word that might or might not have that phoneme in
it and children put thumbs up or thumbs down.

blending process, and begin to
read word automatically, reduce
the four step blending process
appropriately, or only go through
the steps with those who need it
Note children who are having
difficulty doing this
Ensure you have the list of words
prepared.

Ask children to come up with suitable words that
begin with that phoneme.
Phoneme manipulation: demonstrate with letter
cards or magnetic letters how to change known cvc
words by changing one phoneme at a time.
e.g. nip  nap  tap  sap  sat  sit  sip  pip
 pin  pit  pat  pan

10-12
mins

Application
Children write or use magnetic letters to form a
word, phrase or sentence using new and known
letter-sounds. Children should write from oral
dictation (i.e. not copy from print)
*This application stage can be conducted as one of
several small group activities following the explicit
teaching session. A number of different 10-12
minute activities could be added at this point for
children to rotate through as part of the Literacy
Block.

5 mins

[If relevant, use new letter-sound
in the middle and end of words,
not just the beginning of words]
Children participate by suggesting
words but this par of lesson still
needs strong direction by teacher.

Review and Conclusion

Make an explicit statement about their new learning.
E.g. “Today we learnt a new sound that’s going to
help us read more words. What was it? Who can
remember one of the new words we can read now?
…etc.”
“Let’s try these…” Revise the new sound and sight
words by pointing to them amongst some other
letters and words (can use list used at beginning of
lesson if new material has been added at some
point)
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Have word, phrase or sentence
prepared
A more capable child could read
the words prepared by the
teacher.
*Small individual whiteboards are
good for this activity if it is done
while children are still seated on
the mat.

You should have evidence of
whether or not children have
learnt the new material and
identified children who are having
problems with blending,
segmenting or writing.
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PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS AND PHONICS SEQUENCE
Kindergarten
CATEGORY
Environmental
Sounds

Instrumental sounds

Body Percussion

Rhythm and Rhyme

Sentences

Syllables and
alliteration

SKILL
Recall sounds in the environment

EXAMPLE
Listening and retelling sounds heard

Discriminate between environmental
sounds
Describe the sounds they hear
Placing sounds in a context

Discussing sounds heard outside

Identify similar sounds
Making up sentences to talk about
sounds
Remembering and repeating a rhythm
Discriminate and reproduce loud and
quiet, high and low sounds
Start and stop instrument on signal
Choose appropriate words to describe
sounds
Match sounds to sources
Use sounds imaginatively to represent
story characters
Express an opinion about what’s heard
Produce contrasts in rhythm, speed
and loudness
Join in with words and actions to
familiar songs
Articulate words clearly
Keep in time with the beat
Make up patterns of sounds using
body
Suggest ideas and create new sounds
for a story using body parts
Join in with simple and complex
rhythms
Repeat rhythm patterns
Recognise words that rhyme
Produce a word that rhymes with
another
Recognise oddity word that doesn’t
rhyme
Make a series of words that rhyme
Complete a sentence with a rhyming
word
Sentence segmentation
Blending words to make a sentence
Adding words to a sentence
Deleting words from a sentence

Sound Lotto and above activity
Describing sounds heard and finding associated
pictures
Listening for bird sounds outside
Describing sounds made with various items
Pass an instrument and copy the sound made
Perform different actions to high and low sounds. Make
loud or soft sound on cue.
Mini orchestra
Encourage discussions to describe sounds
Which instrument makes this sound?
Listen to and make sound stories
Listen to a variety of orchestral music and discuss
Variations in a well known song
Teach a variety of action songs
As above
Movement to music activities
Copy the leader activities
Tell a story and ask for sounds at various times
Rhymes and songs using instruments
Move a rhythm pattern around a circle
Rhyming bingo with pictures
Choose an object and make a rhyming word to go with
it
Odd one out games
Make up silly long names for puppets etc
Rhyming couplets to complete
Counting words in sentences
Exchanging one word in a sentence for another

Blend syllables together

Guessing games “I like ice.....cream. What do I like?”

Syllable segmentation
Syllable deletion of a compound word
Syllable position recognition
Manipulation of syllables in a word
Syllable deletion of a multisyllabic
word
Make up own alliterative phrases
Recall the list of objects beginning
with the same sound
Listen for a word or sound in a story

Counting syllables as they step
Guessing games with syllable deletion
What was the first clap in the word caterpillar.
Changing syllables to something else
Guess the picture eg point to the ...penter (carpenter).
Take turns to be the one who sets the question
Tongue twisters, silly poems etc
Sort the objects into those starting with the same
sound and those that don’t
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and respond
Join in with simple and complex
rhythms
Repeat rhythm patterns

Onset and rime

Oral blending and
segmenting

Clap when you hear the sound.....
Rhymes and songs using instruments
Move a rhythm pattern around a circle

Blends beginning sound and rest of
word
Segments word into beginning sound
and rest of word
Blend phonemes and recognise word
Recognise initial phoneme
Reproduce initial sounds clearly
Recognise final phoneme
Recognise phoneme location
Recognise phoneme and location
Recognise words with same initial
sound
Recognise words with different initial
sounds
Recognise deleted phoneme
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I spy something that sounds like c...a.....t
Treasure hunt for things beginning with....
Take turns in I spy something beginning with......
I spy something that ends with......
Move to first or last spot depending on sound location
Listen for ‘s’ in ‘neck’. Hold up first, last or no.
Sorting objects into groups according to sounds
As above
Which sound is missing from ‘pot’ when I say ‘po’
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PRE-PRIMARY

Oral blending and segmenting

INDIVIDUAL SKILL
Blend phonemes and
recognise word
Recognise initial
phoneme
Reproduce initial sounds
clearly
Recognise final phoneme
Recognise phoneme
location
Recognise phoneme and
location
Recognise words with
same initial sound
Recognise words with
different initial sounds
Recognise deleted
phoneme
Recognise words with
same final consonant
Recognise words with
different final consonants
Recognise medial
phoneme
Count the number of
phonemes in a word
Segment phonemes in a
word
Delete final phoneme
Delete initial phoneme
Delete first consonant of
a blend
Delete medial phoneme
Phoneme substitution
final
Phoneme substitution
initial
Phoneme substitution
medial
Phoneme reversal
Adding phoneme to CVC
word
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EXAMPLE
I spy something that sounds like c...a.....t
Treasure hunt for things beginning with....
Take turns in I spy something beginning with......
I spy something that ends with......
Move to first or last spot depending on sound location
Listen for ‘n’ in ‘neck’. Hold up first, last or no.
Sorting objects into groups according to sounds
As above
Which sound is missing from ‘pot’ when I say ‘po’
Sort objects according to final consonants e.g. with ‘p’
or without ‘p’
As above
Stand up if you hear an ‘o’ in the middle of ‘top’.
Take the number of counters that represent the
number of phonemes in the word sheep
Take it in turns to guess each others ‘sound talk’ word
Take it in turns to guess the object (say it without last
sound)
As above but without initial sound
As above
As above but without medial sound
Play the ‘m’ game. Let’s change everything you see
here to end in ‘m’
As above but change to begin with ‘m’

As above but everything you see in front of you must
be changed to have ‘o’ in the middle
Back to front day. Reverse objects with 2 phonemes to
start with then three
What happens when we add a ‘c’ to the beginning of
lap? What happens when we put an ‘s’ at the end of
pig.
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PRE-PRIMARY (cont – may move onto Year 1 sequence with those children who are managing the rate of introduction,
but include review of all letter-sounds first)
Graphophonics

Recall,
recognise
and write letter
sounds
s
a
t
p
i
n
m
d
g
o
c
k
ck
e
u
r
h
b
f, ff
l, ll
ss
j
v
w
x
y
z,zz
qu

Words to blend and segment
High freq. words in bold need quick recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics) need quick
recall
Tricky words in red are for spelling
Compound words
at, sat, pat, tap, sap

it, is, sit, sat, pit, tip, pip, sip
an, in, nip, pan, pin, tin, tan, nap
am, man, mam, mat, map, Pam, Tim, Sam
dad, sad, dim, dip, din, did, Sid, and
tag, gag, gig, gap, nag, sag, gas, pig, dig
got, on, not, pot, top, dog, pop, God, Mog
can, cot, cop, cap, cat, cod
kid, kit, Kim, Ken
to kick, sock, sack, dock, pick, sick, pack, ticket,
pocket
get, pet, ten, net, pen, peg, met, men, neck
the, up, mum, run, mug, cup, sun, tuck, mud,
sunset
rim, rip, ram, rat, rag, rug, rot, rocket, carrot
had, him, his, hot, hut, hop, hum, hit, hat, has,
hack, hug
no but, big, back, bet, bad, bag, bed, bud, beg,
bug, bun, bus, Ben, bat, bit, bucket, beckon,
rabbit
go of, if, off, fit, fun, fig, fog, puff, huff, cuff,
fan, fat
lap, let, leg, lot, lit, bell, fill, doll, tell, sell, Bill,
Nell, dull, laptop
I, ass, less, hiss, mass, mess, boss, fuss, hiss,
pass, kiss, Tess, fusspot
jam, Jill, jet, jog, Jack, Jen, jet-lag, jacket
van, vat, vet, Vic, Ravi, Kevin, visit, velvet
will, win, wag, web, wig, wax, cobweb, wicked
Begin reading sentences and books
he, mix, fix, box, tax, six, taxi, vixen, exit
the, yap, yes, yet, yell, yum-yum
she, zip, Zak, buzz, jazz, zigzag
to, quiz, quit, quick, quack, liquid
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High freq. words in bold
need quick recall

Tricky or irregular words
need quick recall

Begin reading captions
with meaning
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YEAR ONE PHONICS SEQUENCE

Week

1

2

3

4

5

Letter
sounds
to recall,
recognise
and
write
S
a
t
p

Words for blending and segmenting
High freq. words in bold need quick recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics) need quick recall
Tricky words in red are for spelling
Compound words

i
n
m
d
g
o
c
k
ck

it, is, sit, sat, pit, tip, pip, sip
an, in, nip, pan, pin, tin, tan, nap
am, man, mam, mat, map, Pam, Tim, Sam
dad, sad, dim, dip, din, did, Sid, and
tag, gag, gig, gap, nag, sag, gas, pig, dig
got, on, not, pot, top, dog, pop, God, Mog
can, cot, cop, cap, cat, cod
kid, kit, Kim, Ken
to kick, sock, sack, dock, pick, sick, pack, ticket, pocket

e
u
r
h
b

get, pet, ten, net, pen, peg, met, men, neck
the, up, mum, run, mug, cup, sun, tuck, mud, sunset
rim, rip, ram, rat, rag, rug, rot, rocket, carrot
had, him, his, hot, hut, hop, hum, hit, hat, has, hack, hug
no but, big, back, bet, bad, bag, bed, bud, beg, bug, bun,
bus, Ben, bat, bit, bucket, beckon, rabbit
go of, if, off, fit, fun, fig, fog, puff, huff, cuff, fan, fat

f, ff
l, ll
6

7

Pace may
need to be
slowed to
2/week

at, sat, pat, tap, sap

j
v

lap, let, leg, lot, lit, bell, fill, doll, tell, sell, Bill, Nell, dull,
laptop
I, ass, less, hiss, mass, mess, boss, fuss, hiss, pass, kiss,
Tess, fusspot
jam, Jill, jet, jog, Jack, Jen, jet-lag, jacket
van, vat, vet, Vic, Ravi, Kevin, visit, velvet

w

will, win, wag, web, wig, wax, cobweb, wicked

x
y
z,zz
qu

he, mix, fix, box, tax, six, taxi, vixen, exit
the, yap, yes, yet, yell, yum-yum
she, zip, Zak, buzz, jazz, zigzag
to, quiz, quit, quick, quack, liquid

ch

we, chop, chin, chug, check, such, chip, chill much, rich,
chicken

sh
th
ng

ship, shop, shed, shell, fish, shock, cash, bash, hush, rush
me, them, then, that, this, with, moth, thin, thick
be, ring, rang, hang, song, wing, rung, king, long, sing, pingpong

ss
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Ongoing skill
practice

Spelling/morph

Identify
position of
sounds and
manipulate
sounds

Distinguish
between types
of sounds:
breath, voice,
long, short etc

ack, eck, ick,
ock, uck (short
vowel and ck)

Begin reading
captions with
meaning
‘ff’ at end after
short vowel
‘ll’ after short
vowel on end
‘ss’ after a
short vowel
‘v’ sound on
end of words
needs to be
spelt ‘ve’

Introduction to
reading
sentences and
books

Begin focus on
letter names

Introduction to
writing
sentences
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YEAR ONE PHONICS SEQUENCE (cont)

Words for blending and segmenting
High freq. words in bold need quick recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics) need quick recall

Ongoing skill
practice

8

Letter
sounds to
recall,
recognise
and write
ai

was, wait, Gail, hail, pain, aim, sail, main, tail, rain, bait

Continue with
sentences, book
reading,
sentence writing
and phoneme
manipulation

9

ee
igh
oa
oo

10

ar
or
ur
ow

see, feel, weep, feet, jeep, seem, meet, week, deep, keep
no, high, sigh, light, might, night, right, sight, fight, tight, tonight
go, coat, load, goat, loaf, road, soap, oak, toad, foal, boatman
my, too, zoo, boot, hoof, zoom, cool, food, root, moon, rooftop
look, foot, cook, good, book, took, wood, wool, hook, hood
bar, car, bark, card, cart, hard, jar, park, market, farmyard
for, fork, cord, cork, sort, born, worn, fort, torn, cornet
fur, burn, urn, burp, curl, hurt, surf, turn, turnip, curds
you, now, down, owl, cow, how, bow, pow!, row, town, towel

11

oi
ear
air
er

12

Revise all

oil, boil, coin, coil, join, soil, toil, quoit, poison, tinfoil
ear, dear, fear, hear, gear, near, tear, year, rear, beard
air, fair, hair, lair, pair, cairn
her, they, hammer, letter, rocker, ladder, supper, dinner, boxer,
better, summer, banner
all

13

Revise all

Are

14
15 and 16

Revise all
satpIn
mdgock
ck e u r h b
f ff l ll ss j v
w x y z zz
qu ch sh th
ai oa oo
ur oi
satpin
mdgock
ck e u r h b
f ff l ll ss j v
w x y z zz
qu ee ear
oi ai ea
ow ar air
ng oa or
satpin
mdgock
ck e u r h b
f ff l ll ss j v
w x y z zz
qu ch sh
th ng
ay
day
(recall ai)
ou
out
(recall
ow)

17 and 18

19 and 20

21
Alternative
graphemes

CVCC words
tent, belt, band, land, hand, dent, felt, hump, gulp, lamp,
camp, damp, champ, best, nest, sink, link, wind, limp, chimp,
bust, gust, bunk, chunk, lift, gift, hunt, pond, fond, tusk,
husk, cost, lost, tilt, tuft, kept, soft, bank, next, milk, golf, jump,
fact, melt, chest, tenth, theft, Welsh, bench, sixth, punch, thank,
shift, shelf, joint, boost, thump, paint, roast, toast, beast, think,
burnt, went, it’s, help, just, said, so, he, she, we, me, be,
CCVC words
stop, spot , frog , step, plan, speck, trip, grab, track, spin, flag,
grip, glad, twin, sniff, plum, gran, swim, clap, drop, green ,
fresh, steep, tree , spear, smell, spoil, train, spoon, sport,
thrush, trash, start, flair, trail, cream, clown, star, creep, brown,
stair, spark, bring, crash, bleed, clear, train, swing, droop, spoon,
float, smart, groan, brush, growl, scoop, sport , frown, speech,
smear, thrill , treetop , starlight , floating, freshness from, have,
like, some, come, were, there, little, one, was, you, they, all, are
CCVCC, CCCVC, CCCVCC words
stand , crisp, trend, trust, spend, glint, twist, brand, frost,
cramp, plump, stamp, blend, stunt, crust, tramp, grunt, crept,
drift, slept, skunk , think, thank, blink, drank, blank, trunk ,
grant, slant, crunch, drench, trench, Grinch, shrink, thrust ,
spring, strap, string, scrap, street, scrunch, driftwood, twisting,
printer do, when, out, what, my, her
day, play, may, say, stray, clay, spray, tray, crayon, delay
usually at end of words
out, about, cloud, scout, found, proud, sprout, sound, loudest,
mountain oh their said so
if it’s not ow, own, owl then use ‘ou’
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Discuss long
and short
vowel sounds

Meaning of ing
and use and
use of ‘s’ for
present tense

Using ing;
doubling for
CVC last 3
letters

Strong focus on
sound
manipulation

Strong focus on
sound
manipulation

ck, eck, ick, uck
and spark etc
(long vowel
then k)

Strong focus on
sound
manipulation

Plurals: ‘s’ and
‘es’ and
irregular
plurals
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21
Alternative
graphemes
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Letter
sounds
to recall,
recognise
and
write
ay
day
(recall
ai)

ou
out
(recall
ow)
22

23

24

YEAR ONE PHONICS SEQUENCE (cont)
Words for blending and segmenting
High freq. words in bold need quick recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics) need quick recall

day, play, may, say, stray, clay, spray, tray, crayon, delay
usually at end of words

Ongoing skill
practice

Continue with
sentences,
book reading,
sentence
writing and
phoneme
manipulation

out, about, cloud, scout, found, proud, sprout, sound,
loudest, mountain oh their said so
if it’s not ow, own, owl then use ‘ou’

ie
tie
(recall
igh)

pie, lie, tie, die, cried, tried, spied, fried, replied, denied

ea
eat
(recall
ee)

sea, seat, bead, read, meat ,treat, heap, least, steamy,
repeat
people Mr have like

oy
boy
(recall
oi)

boy, toy, joy, oyster, Roy, destroy, Floyd, enjoy, royal,
annoying

ir
girl
(recall
ur)

girl, sir, bird, shirt, skirt, birth, third, first, thirteen, thirsty
Mrs looked some come

ue
blue
(recall
oo)

clue, blue, glue, true, Sue, Prue, rue, flue, issue, tissue,
cue, due, hue, venue, value, pursue, queue, statue,
rescue, argue
called asked were there

aw
saw
(recall
or)

saw, paw, raw, claw, jaw, lawn, yawn, law, shawl, drawer

Suffix ‘ed’
meaning and
use: drop e,
change y to an
i

‘oi’ used inside words while ‘oy’ used at the end
(generally)
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Contractions:
it’s, I’m, he’s,
she’s, can’t,
don’t, aren’t,
hadn’t
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YEAR ONE PHONICS SEQUENCE (cont)

Week

25

26

27

28

29

30

Letter
sounds
to recall,
recognise
and
write
oe
toe
(recall
oa)

Words for blending and segmenting
High freq. words in bold need quick recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics) need quick recall

Ongoing skill
practice

toe, hoe, doe, foe, woe, Joe, goes, tomatoes, potatoes,
heroes
again thought do when

ph
photo
(recall f)

Philip, Philippa, phonics, sphinx, Christopher, dolphin,
prophet, phantom, elephant, alphabet water where who
little one

Continue with
sentences, book
reading,
sentence writing
and phoneme
manipulation

ew
new
(recall
oo, ue)

blew, chew, grew, drew, screw, crew, brew, flew, threw,
Andrew, stew, few, new, dew, pew, knew, mildew,
nephew, renew, Matthew

au
Paul
(recall
or, aw)

Paul, haul, daub, launch, haunted, August, jaunty, author,
automatic

e-e
these
(recall
ea, ee)

these, Pete, Eve, Steve, even, theme, gene, scene,
complete, extreme

o-e
home
(recall
oa, oe)

bone, pole, home, alone, those, stone, woke, note,
explode, envelope
through work what out

a-e
make
(recall ai,
ay)

came, made, make, take, game, race, same, snake, amaze,
escape

i-e
like
(recall
ie, igh)
u-e
cube
rule

like, time, pine, ripe, shine, slide, prize, nice, invite, inside

y-e
style

Type, style, rhyme

tch
(recall
ch)

Batch, witch, match, fetch,

‘e’ at end
makes the
name of the
vowel

huge, cube, tube, use, computer
June, mouse many different oh their
Discuss subtle difference between ‘u..e’ in huge and June

Discuss how silent ‘e’ makes ‘y’ say /i/ as in type and style
etc
Rule for short
vowels with ch
sound a, e, i, o.
(not u)

54

Building
word families
eg play,
played,
playground
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YEAR TWO PHONICS SEQUENCE
Need to incorporate a revision term (see previous year sequence). Shift focus from synthetic to analytic
approach as year progresses

Week

1
Alternative
pronunciations

2

3

Letter sounds to
recall, recognise
and write
ea

eat
bread

er

farmer
her

u

but
put

y

yes
by
very

ch

chin
school
chef

ou

4

5

6

7

out
you
could
shoulder
ow
cow
blow
ie

tie
field

a

hat
what

c

cat
cent

g

got
giant

i

tin
find

o

hot
cold

wh
a

shove
which
who
hat
what
father

Words for blending and segmenting
High freq. words in bold need quick
recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics)
need quick recall
sea
head, dead, deaf, read, bread, heaven,
feather, pleasant, instead, breakfast

farmer
her, fern, stern, Gerda, herbs, jerky, perky,
Bernard, servant, permanent
laughed because please people Mr
but
put, pull, push, full, bush, bull, cushion,
awful, playful, pudding
by, my, try, why, dry, fry, sky, spy, reply
very, happy, funny, carry, hairy, smelly,
penny, crunchy, lolly, merrily
any eyes Mrs looked
chin
school, Christmas, chemist, chord, chorus,
Chris, chronic, chemical, headache,
technical
chef, Charlene, Chandry, Charlotte,
machine, brochure, chalet
called asked
out
you, soup, group
could, would, should
mould, shoulder, boulder friends once
down
low, grow, snow, glow, bowl, tow, show,
slow, window, rowing-boat
pie
chief, brief, field, shield, priest, yield,
shriek, thief, relief, belief
Hat again, thought
was, what, wash, wasp, squad, squash,
want, watch, wallet, wander
cat
cell, central, acid, cycle, icy, cent, Cynthia,
success, December, accent
Got water, where
gent, gym, gem, Gill, gentle, ginger, Egypt,
magic, danger, energy
tin
mind, find, wild, pint, blind, child, kind,
grind, behind, remind
Hot who, through
no, so, go, old, don’t, gold, cold, told,
both, hold
love, above, dove
when, what, where, why, whistle,
whenever, wheel, whisper, white
who, whose, whole, whom, whoever
Hat work, many
was, what, wash, wasp, squad, squash,
want, watch, wallet, wander
rather, last, past, grass, afternoon
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Ongoing skill practice

Focus on identification of words or letter
combinations that look the same but
sound different
Revise plurals: s, es, different words
(goose, geese), same word (fish, fish)
Homographs: read and read
Suffix ‘er’ – meaning of and application
using changing ‘y’ to an ‘i’ rule except
when vowel before ‘y’. Also dropping ‘e’
on end rule.
Contractions : here’s, where’s, what’s,
who’s
Explain that ‘y’ can be like a consonant
and a vowel.
Suffix ‘est’ – meaning of and application
including previous rules

Suffix ‘ness’ – meaning of and application
including previous rules
Contractions – I’ll, you’ll, he’ll, she’ll,
we’ll, they’ll
Rule: The letter ‘w’ changes the ‘a’ to ‘o’
Prefix ‘un’ – meaning and use
Rule: ‘i’ or ‘e’ after ‘c’ say ‘s’
Rule: ‘i’ or ‘e’ after g say ‘j’
Prefix ‘pre’ – meaning and use
Contractions – I’d, you’d, he’d, she’d,
they’d
Prefix ‘mis’ – meaning and use
Rule: The letter ‘w’ changes the ‘a’ to ‘o’
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YEAR TWO PHONICS SEQUENCE (cont)

Week
9

Grouping graphemes
by sound
ey
ay
ai
a...e
dge

10

j
ge/gi
mb
m
ou
(recall ow)

11

ie
y
igh
o

12

u
ea
e...e
ie
ey

eat

y
13

oy
oi

ir
ur
ear
or
14

ue

boy

Words for blending and segmenting
High freq. words in bold need quick recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics) need
quick recall
they, grey, obey, prey, survey
see previous list
see previous list
see previous list
again different
Fudge, hedge, bridge, ledge, nudge, badge,
lodge, podgy, badger, dodging
see previous list
see previous list
lamb, limb, comb, climb, crumb, dumb,
thumb, numb, plumbing
see previous list
out, about, cloud, scout, found, proud,
sprout, sound, loudest, mountain oh
their said so
if it’s not ow, own, owl then use ‘ou’
pie, lie, tie, die, cried, tried, spied, fried,
replied, denied
by, my, try, why, dry, fry, sky, spy, deny,
reply
as previous list laughed
some, come, done, none, son, nothing,
month, mother, worry, brother
see previous list
Mrs looked some come
see previous list
see previous list
see previous list
donkey, key, valley, monkey, chimney,
trolley, pulley, Lesley,
see previous list
people Mr have like
boy, toy, joy, oyster, Roy, destroy, Floyd,
enjoy, royal, annoying
‘oi’ used inside words while ‘oy’ used at
the end (generally) because, please
girl, sir, bird, shirt, skirt, birth, third, first,
thirteen, thirsty
see previous list
earth, earn, learn, pearl, heard, search,
rehearsal
word, work, world, worm, worth, worse,
worship, worthy, worst
were

u...e

clue, blue, glue, true, Sue, Prue, rue,
flue, issue, tissue,
cue, due, hue, venue, value, pursue,
queue, statue, rescue, argue
called asked there
blew, chew, grew, drew, screw, crew,
brew, flew, threw, Andrew
flute, prune, rude, rule

oo

see previous list

ew
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Skills/Morphographic knowledge

Homophones: mane, main; plane, plain;
pain, pane

Rule: adge, edge, idge, odge, udge – short
vowel and ‘j’ sound
Silent letters

Suffix: less – revise rule for adding a suffix
that starts with a consonant

Homophones: son, sun
Suffix: y

Homophones: piece, peace

Suffix: ly
Homophones: herd, heard

Homophones: new and knew
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YEAR TWO PHONICS SEQUENCE

Week

Letter sounds for
recall, recognise
and write

15

our
aw
au
or

16

17

Words for blending and segmenting
High freq. words in bold need quick
recall
Tricky or irregular words (in italics)
need quick recall

four, pour, your, court, fourth, mourn,
fourteen, tournament
see previous list
see previous list
see previous list

oe

thought any
previous list

ow

previous list

oa
o...e

previous list
see previous list
do when
pear, bear, wear, tear, swear
bare, care, dare, fare, hare, mare, square,
scare, stare, share
see previous list

ear
are
air
z
se

where eyes
previous list
please, tease, ease, rouse, browse, cheese,
noise, pause, blouse, because

19

oo

previous list

u

previous list

oul
eer

could, would, should friends
beer, deer, jeer, cheer, peer, sneer, sheer,
veer, career, steering
here, mere, severe, interfere, adhere
previous list once

ere
ear

Build word families using taught prefixes
and suffixes
Homophones: four, fore and for
caught, court
poor, pore, pour
Build word families using taught prefixes
and suffixes

18

20

Morphographic knowledge

Homophones: toe and tow
Build word families using taught prefixes
and suffixes
Homophones: bear, bare
stair, stare
wear, where
Build word families using taught prefixes
and suffixes

Build word families using taught prefixes
and suffixes
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Homophones: would, wood
full, fool
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YEAR THREE PHONICS

Lesson components: Visual - recognising sounds, recognising visually words from passages with particular sounds, recognising visually
misspelt words; Auditory – recognising words with particular sounds when read; Pronunciation – breaking words into individual sounds,
chunking, breaking words into meaning units or morpoghraphic parts
Week
1

2

Letter sounds for recall,
recognise
and write
eigh
a

Words for blending and segmenting

Morphographic knowledge
Revise suffix ing including doubling rule
and dropping e rule.

ei

neighbour, neigh, weight, sleigh
two syllables, open: lazy, bacon, basic,
able, famous, danger, baby, agent
vein, rein

ai
ay
a..e

see previous
see previous
see previous

a

Backpack, advance, transplant, handbag

Prefix: pre
Homophones: great/grate

c

At beginning of sounds and end of
syllables in multisyllabic words: picnic
Revise ack, eck, ick, ock, uck rule – tricky,
reckless, stocky, lipstick, hockey

Revise suffix ed including sorting by
sound walked /t/, wagged /d/ shouted
/ed/. Revise rules for applying ed.

ck
k

Beginning of words and see above rule -

ch

Christian, ache, echo, chlorine, chrome,
scheme
Hiccup, occur, soccer, accuse, raccoon
See previous list plus headache, meadow,
peasant, jealous, sweatshirt etc

Homophones: chord/cord

again, against, fountain, bargain, certain,
portrait
many, any, anybody

Homophones bred, bread
Compound words anybody, anywhere,
anyone, anyplace, anything etc
Revise prefix un

Machine, sardine, marine, margarine,
trampoline

Homophones creek, creak
Compound words beginning with sea eg
seasick, seafood, seagull, seashore etc
Revise suffix est

cc
ea
e
ai
3

a
ee
ea
i
f
ff
ph

4

g
gg
gh
gu
gue
I
y

5

Homophones: faint, feint

igh
y
i..e
i
ie
J
g
ge
dge

Any appropriate eg farm
Scruff, offend, offspring, affair, affect,
afford, traffic, suffix
Sphere, graph, dolphin, orphan, nephew,
pamphlet, trophy alphabet, autograph
any appropriate eg gown
maggot, giggle, nugget, sluggish, struggle
ghost, spaghetti, ghostly, ghastly
guard, guess, guide, disguise, guilty, guitar
league, plague, rogue, vague, fatigue,
intrigue, dialogue
rogue
Picnic, kitchen, invent, children etc
Gym, cylinder, gypsy, mystery, bicycle,
oxygen, crystal
Revise previous lists but build prefixes and
suffixes onto these

Jockey, jumbo etc
Germ, gently, giant, gymnast, danger,
magic, rigid
Bulge, strange, scrounge, lounge, package
Pledge, smudge, trudge, knowledge,
porridge, gadget, midget
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Revise suffix er

Homophones rough, ruff
Compound words beginning or ending
with foot: foothold, footstep, barefoot,
footstool etc
Revise suffix ly including changing y to an
i rule.
Homophones guessed, guest
Compound words beginning with grand
eg grandmother, grandson etc
Revise suffix less
Homophones it’s, its
Compound words beginning with
Revise suffix ness
Homophones aisle, I’ll, isle
Compound words beginning with eye eg
eyeball, eyebrow, eyelash, eyelid etc
Revise rule: g makes /j/ in front of e, i or y
(some exceptions)
Homophones: genes, jeans
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Week

Sounds

6

m
mm
me
mb
mn
n
nn
ne
gn
kn

7

ng
n

8

9

10

oa
o
ow
o...e
oe
augh
ar
oar
ore
oor
our
or
au
aw
Oo

caught, taught, naughty, daughter
dwarf
soar, boar, roar, oar
ore, bore, pore, core, fore, more, lore,
sore, tore, wore
floor, door moor etc

Z
Se
ss

capsize, amaze lizard, trapeze, criticize
Pause, raise, please, cruise, cause, tease
Dessert, possess, scissors, possession

Sh

Si

Morphographic knowledge
Revise suffix y
Homophones: mall, maul
Compound words beginning or ending
with man eg manmade, handyman,
policeman, snowman, mailman
Revise prefix un
Homophones: knead, need
Compound words beginning or ending
with night eg nightmare, nighttime,
nightgown
Revise prefix mis
Homophones: knows, nose
Compound words beginning or ending
with nut eg nutcracker, nutshell
Prefix re
Homophones: loan, lone
Compound words beginning with over eg
overhead, overflow, overcome,
overboard etc
Prefix dis
Homophones: course, coarse
Compound words beginning with door eg
doorman, doorknob, doorway, doormat

See previous lists and build prefixes and
suffixes onto these words

Ch
S, ss
X
cc

O
Ou
Ew
Ui
ue
Oi
oy
S
Ss
Sc

Ti
Ci

12

myth, meant, merge etc
command, common, immense, mammoth,
hammock, comment
become, somehow, welcome, overcome,
somebody, income
bomb, thumb, comb, plumber, climb,
lamb, dumb, tomb
hymn, autumn, column, solemn
notch, noose, nurse, hound etc
bonnet, connect, banner, dinner, flannel,
spanner, innocent
done, gone, examine, heroine, anyone
gnome, reign, gnaw, design, assignment
knead, kneel, knight, know, knowledge,
knuckle
strength, kingdom, swung, offspring, all
the ing words
skunk, drunk, blanket, bingo, sprinkle,
triangle
See previous lists and build prefixes and
suffixes onto these words

See previous plus: toothpaste, moody,
gloomy
Movement, movie, tonight, today
Coupon, tourism, tourist
Previous list
Suitcase
gruesome
moisture, poison, toilet, loiter
boycott, destroy, voyage
Any ‘s’ word
Lesson, stress, actress, massive, address
Scissors, descend, muscle, scenery,
scientist
Christmas, hustle, restless, castle, glisten
Coarse, crease, tense, collapse, suspense
Circus, accent, concert, saucer, cancer,
princess
Shrivel, shuffle, shimmer, perish, starfish,
sweatshirt
Caution, nation, patient, station, position
Ancient, racial, social, special, crucial,
precious
Mission, passion, mansion, expansion,
session
Chef, parachute, machine
Sugar, sure, issue, tissue
box etc
Succeed, accident

St
Se
c

11

YEAR THREE PHONICS cont
Words

59

Prefix non
Homophones: root, route
Compound words beginning or ending
with news eg newsletter, newspaper,
newspaperman, newsreel
Prefixes: uni, bi, tri – meaning and
application
Suffix: ness
Homophones: seller, cellar
Compound words beginning with some eg
somewhere, somehow, sometime,
something, someday etc
Prefix: trans
Homophones: sheer, shear
Compound words beginning or ending
with hand eg secondhand, backhand,
handbag etc
Prefix: non
Homophones: tacks, tax
Compound words starting with under
Prefix: in
Homophones: browse, brows
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YEAR FOUR PHONICS

Week

1

Letter sounds for recall,
recognise
and write
Revise previous long A
sound words
Long A sound in 1st
syllable

nd

A sound in 2 syllable

2

3

4

Revise previous short a
sound
Short a sound accent in
1st syllable

Revise previous ar sound
words
Ar in 1st syllable

Revise previous air
sound words
Air accent in 1st syllable
Air accent in 2nd syllable

5

Revise long e sounds
Long e in open syllable
Long e in first syllable

Long e in second syllable

6

Revise short e sounds
Short e first syllable

Words for blending and segmenting

Vacant, navy, basic, crater, April, radar,
wafer, famous (fame + ous), raking
Rainbow, painter, dainty, bracelet,
pavement, placement, safety, statement
Complain, contain, explain, remain,
terrain, exclaim, campaign, decay, portray,
parade, amaze, vibrate, dictate, erase etc

Morphographic knowledge
Discuss verbs that change when made in
the past eg see/saw, grow/grew,
know/knew (p345 WTW) instead of
adding ed.
Homophones: rain/reign/rein
Steak/stake
Way, weigh
Praise/prays
Compound words: playhouse,
playground, playmate, playpen,
playroom, playwright
Suffix ment e.g. measurement,
amazement, embarrassment etc – Discuss
suffix joining rules
Homophones rap/wrap

Attic, batter, happen, valley, traffic,
pattern, fabric, plastic, cactus, chapter,
canyon, tadpole, ambush, magic

Artist, garden, carpet, harvest, garlic,
partner, margin, sharpen, carbon, sparkle,
faster, casket, master, nasty,

Suffix al discuss the meaning (like) and
the sound of it (can’t hear short a sound).
Discuss the rule of adding al after ic when
adding ly
Compound words: landfill, landlady,
landlord, landscape, landslide, landmark
Handyman, policeman, gentleman,
salesman, snowman, fireman
Homophones: farther/father
Past/passed

Suffix age and meaning (that which is)
(package, usage, marriage) – Discuss rules
for adding a suffix that starts with a
vowel sound
Homophones: wear, where, ware

Stairway, fairway, chairman, careful,
parent, barely, barefoot

Compound words: airport, airtight,
aircraft, airmail, airline

Repair, despair, unfair, impair, prepare,
compare, beware, aware,

Greek root: aero - air

even female meter detour prefix evil even
neon preview decent
Needle cheetah greedy reason reader
eastern briefly either ceiling people eagle
peanut
Fifteen agree supreme stampede disease
increase Ideal mislead believe relief
deceive apiece
Better, pencil, center, sentence, twenty
Select, metal, never, denim, melon, seven,
credit, feather, weapon, health

60

Prefix de. Revise re and pre
Homophones: scene, seen
Compound words: seaweed, seashore,
seagull, seafood, seaside
Greek root: tele - far

Prefix en- enforce, endure, engage
Homophones: retch/wretch
led/lead whether/weather
Compound words: Headlight, headline,
headband
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Week

7
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Letter sounds for recall,
recognise
and write
Revise long i sounds
Long I in an open syllable

9

10

Pilot, tiger, writer, pirate, Friday, spider,
private, icy, title, item

Long i sound first
syllable

Ninety, fighter, lively, tighten, wildcat
Climber, kindness, cycle

Long I in the second
syllable

Polite, decide, combine, excite, reptile
Tonight, resign, design, unkind, rewind

Short I in the first
syllable

8

YEAR 4 PHONICS cont
Words for blending and segmenting

Revise previous long o
Long o in an open
syllable

Robot, pony, motor, notice, ocean
Poem, hoping, frozen, chosen, solar
Hopeful, closely, toaster, coastal, soapy
Owner, mower, snowing, soldier, postage
Molten, moulding, folder

Long o accent in 2nd

Alone, explode, dispose, compose,
approach, disown, afloat, erode, awoke

Revise long u in an open
syllable

Follow, copper, blossom, cottage, bottle,
nozzle, cotton, popcorn, contest, costume,
bonfire, problem
Music , ruby, pupil, future, unit, fuel
July, ruler, bugle, human, tuna, annual

Long u in the first
syllable

Useful, Tuesday, juicy

Long u in second syllable

Amuse, reduce, excuse, pollute

11

Revise short u in first
syllable

Supper, funny, tunnel, puzzle, ugly,
Husband, number, umpire, under, hungry
Upon, punish, public, study

12

Final syllable (schwa)

13

al

final, spinal, royal, sandal, total, petal

il/ile

April, council, evil, pencil, fragile, hostile,
sterile

el

angel, camel, gravel, level, quarrel, shovel,
tinsel, towel

le

little, able, bubble, candle, double, gentle,
maple, tackle, twinkle, whistle
basket, blanket, comet, cricket, helmet,
secret, toilet, wallet

Final unstressed
syllables
et
it

Suffix- ile infantile, futile,
Homophone – liar/lyre
dye/die
Compound words light headed,
lighthearted, lighthouse

Little, kitten, skinny, fifty, windy
City, visit, sister, finish, mixture

Long o accent in 1st

Revise short o words
Short o accent in first

Morphographic knowledge

bandit, credit, exit, edit, rabbit, spirit,
vomit

61

prefix – mono –monologue, monotone,
monosyllable
co co-operate, co-worker
homophones – woe/whoa
yoke/yolk
groan/grown
mode/mowed
compound- showdown, showoff,
showcase
suffix- ology biology geology,
con/com—contact, comfort, combine

Suffix al – meaning and dropping e when
adding to words
There is no simple rule other than to say
“le” is far more common than any of the
other alternatives.
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YEAR 4 PHONICS

Week

14

cont

Letter sounds for recall,
recognise
and write
Final unstressed
syllables

Words for blending and segmenting

er

other, blister, banner, crater, answer,
bother, power, powder, timber

ar

cellar, cedar, dollar, cougar, sugar, nectar,
pillar, solar

or

mirror, motor, razor, tremor, anchor,

Morphographic knowledge
Suffixes “er”, “or” “ar”
Verbs ending in a silent e usually add “er”
dive- diver, wade- wader
Er is the most common way of ending a
word for “someone carrying out an action”
report- reporter
cleaning- cleaner
printing- printer
“or” is used when the base word ends in –
ate, -ct, -it
calculate- calculator
create- creator
reflect- reflector
visit- visitor
There is no firm rule for words ending in
“ar” except that many end in “lar” –
burglar, scholar

15

Silent letters (revision
year 3)
c
l
t
u
w
n
k
gh
gn

Fascinate, ascend, descend, scientist,
scissors, scene, scent
Calm, psalm, balm, half, yolk
Listen, soften, often, moisten, whistle,
glisten, thistle
guess guest
wrinkle wrong who
autumn, column, condemn, damn, hymn,
solemn
knife know knowledge
ghost . ghoul . aghast . spaghetti . naughty
. caught . taught . taught . daughter

16

/cher/ spelt ture

17

/sher/ spelt sure

18

/zher/ sure

gnome, gnat, gnarled, sign, reign foreign,
campaign, champagne
Culture, lecture, denture, texture,
sculpture, torture, adventure, signature,
furniture, puncture, posture, nature,
gesture, future
Pressure, composure, fissure, brochure,
exposure, measure, enclosure
leisure, measure, closure, pleasure

19

/jur/ jure
able
-add to base word

injure, conjure
affordable, avoidable, payable, reasonable,
refillable, transferable

-drop silent e + able

advisable, believable, debatable, desirable,
lovable, recyclable, valuable

-change y to i and + able

viable, reliable, justifiable, identifiable,
enviable, remediable

-ce/ge +able

manageable, enforceable, noticeable,
changeable

ible

audible, edible, horrible, legible, terrible,
visible, compatible, possible

62

ure – Latin suffix which means the result
of the act of – Compose – composure
in a multi syllable word, the consonant
before the “ure” is part of the syllable: nature, se-cure, in-jure, plea-sure

Revise suffix able: meaning and use
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YEAR FIVE PHONICS

Sessions
1

Letter sounds for recall,
recognise
and write
final syllable (schwa)
ain
an

Words for blending and
segmenting

Morphographic knowledge

certain, bargain, captain,
mountain

Suffix -an – denotes a
noun/person- artisan, guardian,
magician

en

human, woman, orphan,
magician

in

chicken, rotten, heaven,
sunken, children

on

basin, robin, pumpkin, muffin,
penguin

-en (verb) to cause to happen –
moisten, sharpen, lengthen
-en (adjective) made from –
golden, silken, wooden,

apron, common, dragon,
poison, carton, weapon
2

3

final syllable, (schwa) /is/
ice

justice, office, novice, service

“ice” is a noun marker suffix

is

iris, axis, tennis, basis

ace

furnace, palace, necklace,
terrace
boisterous, dangerous,
generous

Homophones: practice (n) and
practise (v)

ous
ious

furious, serious, various

cious

delicious, ferocious, vicious,
gracious, precious

eous
4

gorgeous, courteous, nauseous,
righteous
advertise, advise, exercise,
revise, improvise
analyse, breathalyse, paralyse

ise
yse

5

ize
able
-add to base word

organize, finalize, realize
affordable, avoidable, payable,
reasonable, refillable,
transferable

-drop silent e + able

advisable, believable,
debatable, desirable, lovable,
recyclable, valuable

-change y to i and + able

viable, reliable, justifiable,
identifiable, enviable,
remediable

-ce/ge +able

All these are adjective markers,
“having the quality of”
adventurous, courageous,
fractious
Some “ious” follow the change
the “ “y to “I” rule fury- furious,
vary -various
these spellings are all verb
markers
“ize” is usually the American
spelling
able/ible – adjective marker
revise the spelling of the root
word as part of the patterns for
adding –able. These root word
stands alone as a whole word:
advise - advisable

manageable, enforceable,
noticeable, changeable
ible
6

audible, edible, horrible,
legible, terrible, visible,
compatible, possible
hesitant, abundant, relevant,
brilliant, radiant

These base words do not stand
alone; they are absorbed root
words: aud + ible
a noun marker: something that
performs the action

ance

hesitant, abundance, relevance,
brilliance, radiance

noun marker: state of
something, quality or process

ancy

hesitancy, abundancy,
relevancy, brilliancy, radiancy

noun marker: state, quality or
capacity

ant

63
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Sessions
7

Letter sounds

Words for blending and
segmenting
competent, dependent,
excellent, resident, different,
innocent
competence, dependence,
excellence, residence,
difference, innocence
competency, dependency,
excellency, residency (not
differency or innocency)

ent
ence
ency

8

ion /shun/

subtraction, election,
connection, protection,
objection, injection
expression, confession,
impression, discussion,
recession, profession
digestion, adoption, congestion,
exhaustion, exception,
desertion
creation, decoration, operation,
translation, donation, migration
explosion, division, invasion,
collision, seclusion, persuasion
admission, omission,
permission, submission,
transmission
production, introduction,
reproduction, deduction,
seduction
description, prescription,
inscription, subscription,
transcription
adaptation, temptation,
presentation, plantation,
indentation
magician, musician, optician,
electrician
artery, celery, grocery,
machinery, scenery, misery

---ct + ion
---ss + ion
---t + ion
---te + ion
---de + sion
---it + ission
---ce + tion
---be + tion
---t + ation
---c + ian

9

10

--er /ǝry/
--ery /ary/

very, cemetery, stationery
confectionery, monastery

--ary /ary/

customary, imaginary,
secretary, solitary, temporary,
vocabulary
anniversary, elementary, salary,
burglary, diary, documentary
auditory, category, observatory,
laboratory, respiratory

--ary /ǝry/
11

--ory /ory/
--ory /ǝry/

12

compulsory, directory, memory,
victory, history, accessory,
cacophony . earphone .
gramophone . homophone .
megaphone, telephone,
Photography, photosensitive,
photosynthesis, photovoltaic
physics, astrophysics, physical,
physician, physique
claustrophobia, photophobia (
Have students make a list of
phobias)
autograph . geography . graffiti
. graphic . graphite

Revise /f/ as “ph”
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Morphographic knowledge
adjective marker
noun marker: state of
something, quality or process
noun marker: state, quality or
capacity
Noun marker
root word ends in –ct
root word ends in –ss
root word ends in –t
Root words end in –te. Drop the
–e and add –ion
Root words end in –de. Drop
the –de and add –sion
Root words end in – it. Drop the
–it and add –ission
Root words end in –ce /c/. Drop
the –ce and add -tion
Root word end in –be. Drop the
–be and add –tion
Root words end in - t. Add –
ation.
Root words end in –c /k/. Add –
ian.
Most -ery words are
pronounced phonetically.
There are 7 words with a
different pronunciation. The
other two or millinery and
distillery

Greek roots –
phono- sound
photo- light
phys- nature
phobia – fear
graph- draw or write
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YEAR FIVE PHONICS cont

Sessions
13

Letter sounds for recall,
recognise
and write
Revise /k/ as “ch”

14
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Words for blending and
segmenting

Morphographic knowledge

Chronology, chronological,
chronic, chronometer

Greek roots
chrono – time

choreography choreographer

Chore – dance

chlorophyll chlorine

Chlor – colour

cycle, bicycle, tricycle, cyclone,
recycle, motorcycle

Greek roots:
cycl: circle

telephone, telescope, telethon,
telepathy
thermal, thermometer,
thermos, geothermal

tele: far
therm: heat

APPENDIX B

Prepared by Dr Leanne Fried for Fogarty Learning Centre

Year Six Phonics Scope and Sequence
Concept
1

Letters and sounds
Consonant alterations
silent letter to sounded

/k/ to /sh/
/t/ to /sh/

2

3

Words for blending and segmenting

bomb/bombard, soft/soften,
crumb/crumble, debt/debit,
design/designate, fasten/fast,
moisten/moist, resign/resignation
sign/signature
music/musician, magic/magician
connect/connection, select, selection

/k/ to /s/

critic/ criticism, clinic/ clinician

/s/ to /sh/

office/ official, specific/ special

5

Relating the word families, roots and
affixes shows students how meaning of
words are related. To remember a word
with a silent consonant try to think of a
similar in meaning or spelling.
see above: adding –ian
see above: adding -ion

Vowel alterations
Long vowel to short

cave/ cavity, flame/flammable,
grave/gravity, please/pleasant,
crime/criminal, decide/decision,
wise/wisdom, know/knowledge,
produce/production, volcano/volcanic,
humane/humanity

long sound to schwa

able/ ability, famous/infamous,
native/nativity, prepare/preparation,
divide/division, invite/invitation,
pose/position, social/society

short to schwa

metallic/metal, periodic/period,
excel/excellent, habit/ habitat

revise /r/ as “rh”

rhinoceros, rhinoplasty
rhombus

4

Morphographic knowledge

revise /s/ as “ps”

revise /n/ as “pn”

Adding a suffix which takes the accent off
the syllable, changes the long vowel to the
reduced sound of schwa.
Either adding or removing a suffix which
changes the accent in the syllable changes
the short vowel to a schwa.
Greek roots:
rhino – nose or snout
rhomb- spinning top

rhododendron

Rhod – rose

rhizome

rhiz – root

psycho, psychology, psychologist

Greek roots:
psych – mind

pseudonym

Pseudo – false

pneumatic, pneumonia

Greek root
pnue-air or lung
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Year Six cont

Concept
6

7

Letters and sounds

Words for blending and segmenting
unilateral, universal, universe, university

Latin roots for number
uni – one

double, bicycle, duet, dual, billion

bi/duo – two

tricycle, triple, triplets, trio, trillion

tri – three

quadrangle, quadruplets, quartet, quarter

quad/quart – four

quintuplets, quintet

quint – five

sextet, sextant

sex – six

September (once the 7th month)

sept – seven

octopus, octagon, octagonal, October (once
the 8th month)

oct – eight

November (once the 8th month)

nov – nine

decimal, decade, decahedron, December
(once the 10th month)

dec – ten

bat, batter, battle, beat

Old English Root Words
beaten (to strike):
brecan (to break):
cwic (alive):

brake, breach, break, breakfast, brittle
quick, quicken, quicksand, quickest,
quicksilver
drag, draw
afloat, fleet, float, flotsam
feed, fodder, food, forage, foray,
score, scrape, share, sharp, shear, shire,
shirt, shred,
between, twain, twin, two
wag, wagon, way
8

Morphographic knowledge

wiener, hamburger, hound
chandelier, pastry, mauve, peasant, duke
barbecue, canyon, mosquito

dragan (to drag):
fleotan (to float):
foda (food):
sceran (to cut):
twa (two):
wegan (to move):
Words from Foreign languages
German
French:
Spanish
Too many others to put in here. Wikipedia
has great lists: Lists o English loanwords

9

Koala, Kangaroo, place names, kookaburra,
dingo, galah etc

Words form Aboriginal sources

10

sax from Antoine Sax, a Belgian musician,
Elizabeth, Victorian, Braille
or from mythology: Greek god Atlas etc

Eponyms- words formed from someone’s
name:
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Letters and sounds

Year 6 cont
Words for blending and segmenting

11

12

Morphographic knowledge
Origin of surnames names:

Pond, Hill, Field,
O’Dell, O’Brian, Byford, Atwell

Place names –

Smith, Taylor, Builder, Miller

Job names :

Longfellow, Armstrong, White, Wiseman

Descriptive:

Williamson, Walters, Jenkins

Related to:
Word Play
Acronyms
Alliteration
Spoonerisms
Anagrams
Palindrome
Puns,
Slang
pangram: a sentence that contains every
letter of the alphabet
rebuses: words made out of pictures

Scuba
Cats catch colds.
pall toppy, dig bog
spot,tops,stop
ere, Glenelg
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TAKEN FROM Reception Screen, South West Metro District, 2007
Child’s Name_________________ D.O.B.____________________D.O.S____________

AUDITORY MEMORY
•

Quiet room.

•

Say the sentence / numbers

•

Say to the student, “copy exactly what I say”.

-

Screen Items

1

I am walking my dog to the beach*

2

The boy is playing football in the park*

3

The tall girl ran around the oval
quickly.

4

9, 4, 7

5

2, 6, 3

If incorrect, write the student’s response

/5

TOTAL
* is/’s and I am/I’m - are all considered correct

-

ORAL LANGUAGE - Answering Questions (level 3)
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1

•

Show the student the shopping photo

•

Ask the following questions. You may repeat the question, but do not rephrase

•

Write the student’s response.
-

Screen Items
Oranges are something you can eat. Can you
tell me something else you can eat that is not an
orange.

Write the student’s response below
Student names any other food (food may or
may not be in the photo)

2

The dad can’t reach the tin on the shelf, what
could he say to the mum?

Student takes the role of another, e.g.
“excuse me”, “pass it”, “help me”, “move.”

3

How are celery and oranges the same?

Student identifies a reasonable similarity, e.g.
“both food”, “both healthy”, “can eat
them.”

4

Tell me what a trolley is?

Student identifies main function and/or
feature, e.g. “can put/carry food in them”,
“use them at the shop and has wheels.”

5

The family has finished shopping. What will they
do next?

Student identifies appropriate action after
shopping, e.g. “pays for food at counter”,
“goes home.”

TOTAL

/5

Total score for Auditory Memory ________/5
Total score for Oral Language answering Questions ___________/5

TOTAL Expressive Language Score (Auditory Memory + Oral Language answering
Questions _________/10
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ORAL LANGUAGE - Understanding Concepts
•

Show the student the water play photo

•

Point to and name the following items with the child, i.e. water wheels, box,
bucket, watering can and rock

•

Read instructions below. You may repeat the instruction, but do not rephrase
it.

-

Screen Items

1

Point to the child in front of the blue
box

2

Point to the child behind the water
wheels

3

Point to all the children except the
one without a hat

4

Point to the boat or the watering
can

5

Point to a toy but not the boat

6

When I point to a child, you point to
a watering can

7

Before you point to a child, point to
a rock

8

Point to a hat, after you point to the
boat

9

Point to the child furthest from the
water wheels

10

Point to the girl who is between the
boys

If incorrect, write student’s response below

/10

TOTAL
*Photos from “Children…come and talk.” DETE 2000

Total Oral Language Understanding Concepts: _________________/10
Total Expressive Language Score: __________________/10

Total____________/20
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Alphacheck Recording Form
Student name ______________________

Letter(s)

DOB _______________

Date ___________

s

a

t

p

i

n

m

d

g

o

c

k

e

u

r

h

b

f

l

j

v

w

x

y

z

q

ff

ll

ss

zz

ck

ch

sh

th

wh

ph

Name
Sound

Letter(s)
Name
Sound

up

best

chin

Pete

stain

care

sundress

was

nef

yes

grin

rash

size

fly

sir

picnic

castle

stup

jet

flag

thick

late

tied

surf

umbrella

their

lith

ran

hump

graph

cube

way

park

quicksand

should

pabe

cut

trip

hitch

bone

toe

deer

backpack

gnome

leam

kid

spell

shut

mule

seal

hair

endless

wring

garl

bed

blink

bath

home

bowl

term

lunchbox

said

ched

map

swim

whip

tide

green

born

blastoff

know

quird

dig

melt

inch

age

soap

pear

uphill

nature

zumgiv

fox

tent

then

eve

aid

art

chopstick

lamb

nixwok

VC
CVC

Consonant
blends

Consonant
digraphs/
trigraph

Long vowels:
silent e

Long vowel
graphemes

Vowel/con
sonant
digraphs/
trigraphs

Multisyllabic
words

Irregular
vowel and
consonant
spellings

Non-word
examples
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Survey of Literacy Knowledge, Beliefs and Practices
1. What are the 5 core elements of reading, identified by the National Reading Panel,
that are required for the development of meaningful reading?

2. List 5 effective literacy practices you would expect to see in a Reception-Yr 1
classroom.

3. What literacy assessments do you currently use at your school?

4. What collaborative processes that support literacy do you have in place at your
school?

Participant Coded Name:_______________
1
Role in school (principal/deputy/literacy specialist, etc)_______________
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5. What do you understand by the expression ‘waves’ or ‘levels’ of reading
intervention?

6. What common literacy practices or programs are in place across year levels at
your school?

7. What reading interventions do you currently have in place at your school?

8. What role do the following have in a reading program?
a/ Decodable texts (e.g. Fitzroy Readers, Dandelion readers)

b/ Highly predictable texts

c/ Sustained silent reading

Participant Coded Name:_______________2
Role in school (principal/deputy/literacy specialist, etc)_______________
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9. What is your belief regarding the withdrawal from class of students who are
significantly behind in reading development for intervention programs?

10. Provide a brief definition of the following terms:
a/ phonological awareness
b/ phoneme
c/ morpheme
d/ etymology
e/ semantics
f/ phonics
g/ segmentation
h/ grapheme

Participant Coded Name:_______________3
Role in school (principal/deputy/literacy specialist, etc)_______________
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School of Education
Fogarty Learning Centre
EDITH COWAN UNIVERSITY
YMN-RDAS Literacy project 2013
Participant Questionnaire
You are invited to complete the following short questionnaire about your experience of the YMN-RDAS project.
As this is an anonymous questionnaire, please do not write your name, or any other comments on the questionnaire that will
identify you or your school.
Thank you for your time and consideration in reflecting on your experience of the YMN-RDAS project.
Yours sincerely
Deslea Konza
Associate Professor of Language and Literacy
Director Fogarty Learning Centre
Edith Cowan University

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions
Please complete the questions by ticking the appropriate box or inserting short answers (e.g. dot points) for open-ended
questions.
Background
1. Your role [more than one response may be appropriate for this item]
a. Teacher
b. SSO
c. Coordinator (e.g. literacy leader, curriculum co-ordinator)
d. School executive member
(e.g. Assistant Principal, Deputy Principal)






2. Current area of responsibility [more than one response may be appropriate]
a. K-Reception
b. Year 1-2
c. Combined Junior Primary class
d. Other ______________________






3. Years of experience
a. Up to 3 years
b. 4 to 7 years
c. 8 to 15 years
d. More than 15 years
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Knowledge of Literacy Learning and Teaching
As a result of my participation in the
YMN-RDAS project, I have:

1
Not at all

2
To a slight
extent

3
To a moderate
extent

4
To a great
extent

1. Learnt more about how children
learn to read.









2. Learnt about the role of decodable
readers.









3. Developed my ability to diagnose
student needs in literacy.









4. Developed my ability to teach
students with reading difficulties.









5. Changed my reading assessment
practices.









6. Changed my beliefs about how to
teach reading most effectively.









7. Used more explicit teaching when
teaching reading at class and
individual levels.









8. Understood more about the
importance of oral language and
vocabulary to the development of
reading.









9. Become more confident about my
ability to help children learn to
read.









10. Become more confident when
talking to parents about their
child’s reading.
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11. What has been the most significant change in your teaching as a result of this project?

12. What, if anything, has been the most helpful component of the project?

13. What could have helped you more?

14. Any other comments?
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